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Unit :1

“Saddamned!” said the India Express in Pune on December 15,
2003, twenty four hours after he was captured !

economic drain on leading countries and the costly loss of lives
has been forgotten.

Why did the U S Defence PR hold back the news for 13 hours?

As Prime Minister Blair walks up to the podium to brief the
world through BBC about this historic turn of events, the
world is lost in multinational euphoria because … never mind
all the trials and tribulations and the unsolved crises brought on
by this war …”WE’VE GOT HIM “!

Overview
1.
2.

Public Relations is key tocommunication today ,the world
over..
PR’s role in the making of history

3.

Elements of PR

4.

Timing of PR

Pic 2 : Saddam Hussain inspected by a pair of antiseptic, gloved hands
for tics and lice and probed in the mouth the way an animal is in
captivity ...

As you are aware, one of the greatest PR programs is unfolding
in front of our very eyes .
After more than 6 months of waging war against the President
of Iraq, the President of the US has finally found the President
of Iraq!
Since, President Bush could not be there in person - at the
spider hole into which he drove President Saddam Hussain –
he had to convey his regards through one of his soldiers.
And, the world heard about this historic meeting… in absentia
…at a well-planned Press Conference in Baghdad, thirteen
hours after the actual capture (which means that PR can not only
make history, but can also time it!) where the first words that
the Defence Department Representative uttered were “ We got
HIM”! The way animals are flushed out of a fox hole! and then
followed arguably the three most powerful PR images of the
21st century …
Pic 1 : Saddam Hussain bearded looking like a wise, old, numbed -but
very tired and lonely, cleric…

There has been no talk of finding the promised WMD’s …or
Weapons of Mass Destruction… that the globe is apparently
being protected from by the world’s most powerful nation. The
1
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Pic 3 : Saddam Hussain - shaved to look like a very sorry
common criminal…

Note:
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Overview

Why is it said that Public Relations is as old as

This chapter will help the students to learn the entire history of
PR at the nationaland international level.

Human Civilization?
You will find it interesting to note that as soon as man began
to know about communication, Public Relations became a
necessity to keep up the process of communication. Three
hundred years back Emperor Asoka had set up edicts, spread
his teachings all over the country.

Flashing back to the origins of PR , you will be able to trace its
history across civilizations to the ancient times.
Traces of PR or Public Relations as we commonly refer to this
discipline, can be seen in ancient times, in the earliest civilizations that existed thousands of years ago. Early Greek and
Roman empires were devoted to influencing public opinion –
as is evident in all the historical accounts that we have read. PR
was integral part of their senate or government.
Romans dramatized importance of public opinion – vox
populi – Voice of God and in Greece – The Oracle. Thus PR
was practiced sporadically from early times … Greece, Rome.

Actual Origins
American Revolution started by Samuel Adams, Thomas Paine,
Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson.
They used the voice and pen – to have profound effect on
public opinion. One read about them circulating pamphlets,
writing in the press, and lecturing, spreading ideas of revolution
by word of mouth, driven by their intense patriotic fervour.

18C England
There were the pamphleteers – Jonathan Swift, Daniel Dafoe,
great writers who have also left a mark on English Literature.
They used methods similar to PR to propagate ideas.
Refer to the works of: Aldous Huxley to promote revolutionary
idea of Charles Darwin. And that of Charles Dickens to expose
social evils in his novels.
In United States Actual use of phrase “public relations”was in
1807. When President Thomas Jefferson changed the phrase
“state of thought” to “public relations” in his speech – the
draft of his seventh address to Congress.
The world owes modern development of PR – to USA (
though Great Britain etc have overtaken it! )

Ivy Lee – 1st PR practitioner
Ivy Lee was an American who contributed most techniques and
principles of PR today.
Ivy Lee gave up poorly paid job as press reporter –to become
press agent – to Personal Advisor to John D Rockefeller, the
business tycoon. He changed Rockefeller’s image from “greedy
old capitalist” to “kindly old man” who was donating millions
to charity.
He used PR to announce its program of health, pension and
housing schemes.
The 1914 – 1918 war gave impetus to PR. President Wilson set
up Creel Committee (suggested by his friend George Creel, a
journalist). Then World War II – accelerated the process and the
US Government led the way.

This was one of the earliest examples of PR. So as you can see,
Public Relations is not as new as is often supposed to be.
After the second world there was a number of London PR
consultancies, founded by war-time Government information
officers. The first president of the Institute of Public Relations
was Sir Stephen Tallents, a pioneer of marketing board PR in
the 1930. It is significant that right from early days, and contrary
to the belief that press relations is the beginning and the end of
PR, the house journal and documentary film have predominated as primary PR media.
The history of Public Relations in India in the formal sense of
the term is very interesting to note. The development of PR
arose out of the efforts made by liberal and philanthropic
industrial pioneers and also out of certain pressing needs for
discrimination of information.
Two notable examples of this type of PR are a) public Relations
and more specially the b) community relations which was
practiced by the house of Tatas. An example of community
relations is Tata Concern, who right from the beginning had
developed Jamshedpur as a model town-ship. There besides
providing housing, water electric supply and free primary
education, the company runs a hospital and also a technical
institute which was established as early as 1921.The company
also promotes social, cultural and economic development of
the community and they have been devoted to employees’
welfare schemes from the very beginning.
Another form of public relations that was practiced directly by
the Government started as early as the First World war when
the Government of India felt it necessary to discriminate
information and to have an organization to feed the Press and
supply war news to people. A Central Publicity Board was
established and subsequently Sir Stanley Reed, Editor of the
Times of India, Bombay was asked to work as the chairman.
The Board had on it representatives from the army and the
foreign and the political department of the Government of
India.
You know after the end of the war the function of this Board
was taken over by the Central Bureau of Information which
was established in 1921 and Prof. Rushbrook Williams from
Allahabad was invited to become its 1st Director.

3
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In 1923 the Central Bureau became the Directorate of Public
Instruction and in 1939 this was renamed as the Directorate of
Information and Broadcasting.
Let us now get into the second stage that further improved the
consciousness in PR in India. The objective factors that had
arisen in the environment were :
a)

The emergence of a vocal public opinion

b)

The emergence of mass circulated and an influential press.

c)

Outbreak of the second world war and the need for
mobilizing public opinion in favor of the war effort.

To meet the needs of the situation arising out of the second
world war, particularly the need to mobilize public opinion in
favor of the war effort in a situation where the Indian National
congress and national sentiment generally were against. The
Government hence took a number of measures. A ministry of
information and broadcasting was created and the Directorate
of information which had earlier been formed was amalgamated with the new Ministry. Their main function was to create
public opinion in the country in favor of the war effort.
Opinion regarding the making up of the recruitment of the
Defence Forces, Price control and rationing of food grains were
to be created. There were a number of units under this Ministry
such as the War Exhibition Unit, the Film Division and the
central Bureau of Public Opinion. The mobilization of public
opinion in favor of the war effort began in India at the time of
the second world War. And during this period many industrial
concerns which had begun PR activity began to organize their
practice in a more conscious way.
Now let me make you know that the house of Tatas formed a
PR department. at their Head Office in Bombay in 1943. And a
monthly news Bulletin was also started in 1944.
The practice of Public Relations in India in the truest sense of
the term began with the coming of Independence in the
country with the beginning of a new environment and a new
political institution..
a) The emergence of Parliament and the state legislatures
elected for the first time on the basis of adult franchise and
b)

Government’s news Industrial Policy Resolution and the
Industrial Development and Regulation Act. Hence for
these two factors the Government had to develop
conscious and deliberate PR activities in India. With this
deliberate development foreign countries also encouraged
the growth of PR in companies like Burman-Shell, ESSO,
Caltex, Dunlop, Philips, Hindustan Levers and Indian
Oxygen and Indian companies also set up their own
PR.departments to carry an organized PR activity.

The fourth stage is marked by the emergence of professionalism in PR. It began with the formations of organizations of
PR practitioners in various parts of India notably in Bombay
and Calcutta. The PR society in India was first formed in
Bombay in 1958. Public Relations won recognition as a
profession by holding the first Public Relation Conference in
New Delhi in April 1968. The conference took note of the fact
that while public relations had been gaining currency the
reputation of the profession was supplied by the fact that a
large number of people were masquerading as PR practitioners
4

who were in reality nothing better than finers and lollysts of
various kinds ofter operation with the most dubious of
methods. So you can make out that the first conference
adopted the code of ethics and some attempt to define the
parameters of the public relation profession. By achieving these
objects, PR became recognized as a profession that is playing the
necessary role in the society today.
Since then the PR has matured and developed, regular conferences having been held at various places all over the country. A
meeting of the council of (IPRA) was synchronized with the
conference held in Bombay in 1974 which helped to impose
practitioners in India to the experience of other parts of the
world.
There were many conferences since 1972 down to 1989. PR
movement in India has thus travelled a long way since the early
days when it was fighting for recognition as a profession when
it was regarded only as a junior partner of publicity and tended
to be ignored and, when noticed at all, ridiculed rather than
appreciated. While leadership in government and industry has
accepted at least theoretically that PR is one of the important
tools of modern management and that PR in the true sense of
the time is a more a social science than some sort of a gimmick,
old attitudes toward PR and its practitioners persist. But this
ideology has developed due to lack of proper education system
and that professional skills and ethical standards in the practice
of PR are not still widespread as they should have been.
Hence it can be concluded that PR has traversed a long way in
India.

20C Developments
PR as it is today is a definitely 20th C phenomenon. The goals,
techniques, tools, ethical standards changed with time. The
primitive leaders believed and practiced maintaining control
over followers thru’ force, intimidation. Or magic totems,
taboo or supernaturalism.
With the invention of writing : methods of persuasion
changed significantly.
Again changes came in with the rise of democracy. But the actual
origin can be traced to Presidency of Andrew Jackson. The
common man began to be concerned with issues, and more
widespread education followed.
Then came the Industrial Revolution and in 1813 : the invention of the printing press.
When Jackson became President in 1830s, US had newspapers
than any other country
Urbanization trend, mass production, railroads, corporations in
steel, coal, packaging etc
Giant monopolies common. Business was in golden age.
The concept of “Bigness” was appealing to people – business
was big, companies held monopoly.
And PR aimed at trying to inform people and secure better
understanding of public attitudes.
In the early 1990s “Publicity” men came into focus in New
York.
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News used material from publicity sources. Similar situation
could be found in Great Britain.
In the early 20C : business/finance leaders were opposed to
what was initially looked at as ‘publicity’. There was a report on
British Press in 1938 : “Some newspapers opposed to accepting
material from press agencies…nearly 300 newspapers made a
concerned attempt to eliminate it. Nevertheless, these newspapers continued to print … the news value in them proving too
strong a bait”. Versus the list of 757 “space grabbers” in US.
Note:
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PUBLIC INTEREST LETTER

Portfolio 1
We have all read about SADDAM HUSSAIN BEING CAPTURED.
The story has been carried in all renowned newspapers . I feel
that you should agree to the fact that news of Saddam
Hussian’s capture is one of the biggest PR stories in today’s
world.
So let’s deal with the issue amongst us in a very interesting
fashion. It’s quite obvious that you all intend to mature
yourselves to be the most promising PR personnel of the
century. So let’s give the thought process a big start right now.
Imagine yourselves writing a letter to President Bush or to your
favorite
newspaper - Indian or international - about your perception of
the capture of Saddam and what you recommend should be his
fate.
Consider yourself a citizen of the world and express your
point of view freely.
Note:
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IS WAR PR?

Overview
In this chapter students learn how PR operates in war time
and how it has enhanced its techniques over the years.
Only very uncivilized nations go to war prepared for war …you
know, the shoot and scoot type of engagement. That isn’t
good enough any more. Today, nations go to war prepared with
PR.

Likewise, founders of the modern Olympics could not have
imagined that the games would become the world’s largest
media event, transforming the global village into the largest
audience in history.
Note:

Not only is modern warfare extremely expensive but in today’s
networked world one nation’s conflict can be another country’s
opportunity. This has huge implications for all - those directly
involved in the war and those apparently watching from the
sidelines.
Take the current war of attrition in the Middle East .It took the
US months of concerted effort to build alliances with about
every nation in the world or at least the power centers.
The PR exercise was unprecedented. There was hardly a country
that did not feel flattered that the power that is the US needed
its ‘sanction’ to wage war!
As the PR program rolled out the US systematically picked who
were its allies and who not .The U.S. in fact put the U.N. aside in
its campaign believing that this august world body was neither
capable nor willing to make the necessary alliances for the “much
needed” war effort. Nor did the UN appreciate the volatility of
the situation in Iraq – Kofi Annan and his Indian spokesperson Shashi Tharoor, notwithstanding.
It didn’t matter what the reality was …in fact, in life it is very
difficult to determine this one thing …reality. There is, most
often, a vague understanding of issues and the party that builds
the better relations, lobbies more effectively and focuses the
issues around a felt or perceived need wins – in this case,
growing threat of terrorism.
PR thus becomes a focusing of issues around a need preferably, your own .
Today, the US has the situation under control to its satisfaction
having kept up the war and wants the UN to return to its job
of winning the peace in Iraq. The US continues to lobby for
greater worldwide involvement in a cause that everybody
apparently shares ….eradication of terrorism. The PR effort
continues!

Global Communication in the
Information Age
As you would remember, reports had both Saddam Hussein
and George Bush tuned to CNN monitoring developments in
the Persian Gulf conflict, providing ample evidence of the
revolution in information flow and access.
Few could have imagined that Marshall McLuhan’s notion of a
“global village “ would include the heads of two warring states
simultaneously following live coverage of their high-tech war
on Ted Turner’s Atlanta-based international television network.
7
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Overview
This chapter shall teach about the qualities that a Public
Relations Officer must possess and inculcate so that he could be
more effective in his career.
Let us now analyse the statement given below -

“A good PRO should be a multi faceted professional “
A PRO (Public Relations Officer) must have the following
qualities in order to become a successful PRO.
a)

The message may be of any kind and any type. But it needs
transmission and the Public wants quick communication.
In that case it is the ability of the PRO to enrich the
common men, in however possible way. Whether the
message be written, spoken, printed, photographed
broadcasted or filmed, the main needs is fast
communication. So it may be in any process and by any
means any of the ways mentioned above may be applicable
as per demand of the public.

A Pro must be confident and smart enough to deal in type of
catastrophe. In forms any organization these are innumerable
details and processes to build up a successful organization. A
PRO has the responsibility to tackle all these things and details
including the costs. He must be a cool headed man, and must
have the ability and the patience to control the entire matter.
A PRO must be social and pleasant to get along with any type
of personality. PRO means, Public Relation Officer. Which
implies that the man has to make an intimate relation with the
public. But he must be kind and soft-spoken and must get
along with the individual public psychology. But he should not
give them false notions or flatter them. A PRO must be
genuine, and must be amiable with a commoner, so that he is
influenced by him.
Public Relation Officer must maintain an intricate relationship
within his own concern. He must have the integrity and the
unity outside and inside the organization .
Most important is his relationship with the media which is an
essential part of his job.
For media is the only way through which news can travel like
lightening. So media relationship must have enough depth with
a PRO in building a up a stable relationship.
A Public Relation Officer must have imaginative power which is
a necessary quality. He must be capable enough to plan up
campaign, a press conference or a very simple event, briefing
photographers, buying print, editing house journals etc. he
must have an ability to figure out successfully any of the above
functions.
You must learn that a PRO should never take it for surity that
he has come to know everything. He should remain inquisitive
and investigative by nature so that he can gain more knowledge.
His willingness and eagerness should always be bubbling, for
8

the favor of himself as well as others. And this is one of the
most important qualities of a PRO.
Note:
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LESSON 6
REALITY CHECK

Portfolio 2
War is nothing but a severe destruction. To be precise, its one
of the most uncivilized forms of expression. One-side gains at
the cost of several human lives while the other side is devastated. So war invites a shift in the settled framework of life.
We have all accepted that war is terrorizing and petrifying
normal human lives, yet it’s an affair which has rolled down the
decades. Nobody ever could halt it as it contained vested
interests in a religious or a savage pattern. This pattern has
gradually polished its attire with the advancement of technology. Ask me how?
It’s just because nowadays war is no more an immediate event
but a very matured and thoughtful process.
Consider yourself to be a PR man, may be representing in the
form of a spokesperson , or enhancing the future of a newspaper - how you would like to image this entire phenomenon and
what should be your attributes as a PR practitioner.
Put your individual ideas and only then you can chalk out the
perspective of your future.
Note:
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LESSON 7
PRO : THE UNSUNG HERO

Overview
The chapter highlightsissues that arise during / after a catastrophe and how it can be tackled by a committed PR team
working with commitment behind the scenes .
You must have heard that Bhopal has many unsung heroes .
We are not talking here of the many who were gassed to death
in this capital city of Madhya Pradesh. Do you remember the
names of the martyrs who lost their lives to the cause of
industrial progress? Do you see a BHOPAL GATE constructed
to inscribe their names on it?
We are not even talking of those who inadvertently made
martyrs of the gassed dead.
Do you remember the company that released the deadly gas?
You do? Good ! And who owned that company? Indians or
Americans? Who was the company’s MD and who were the
company’s many shareholders? Who were the lawyers who
fought for the company and the legal honchos who stood up
for the dead, maimed and dying? And just who was the man
who took on to himself the onerous responsibility to pass the
final judgement on the case?
Perhaps, if you dig deep into your sub-conscious – which is
another word for history and memory of events past – you will
possibly be able to ‘recall’ the players of this human drama .
Chances are, however, very, very slim that you will remember the
PR team or the PRO who tried to salvage the lost reputation of
the erring company .
What PR ? What salvage ? You may well ask . Nobody believed
the company , what it said and what it did . No reputation. No
credibility . No press to cover the company side of the story .No
public sympathy . No media coverage that was not negative
.And yet the company continued to rebuild it relations with
various publics . The PR team, engaged in a seemingly futile
task of reconstructing an image in shambles, laboured on . The
company put out a PR program despite the odds against such
an effort and held the organization together.
No PR man or woman will ever get credit for the effort , but the
PR program did not com e short because there was no glory in it .
Here’s the story of the unsung hero PRO !
Note:
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LESSON 9
IDENTIFY PLAYERS

Portfolio 3
You all have read about the mess that took place in Bhopal gas
tragedy 3rd December 1984.
Don’t you think that was tragic enough to shake the souls of
the country?
The entire incident either carried a very vindictive motivation or
it could have been an accident.
However more the players participating are identified, yet there
is a need for further examination.
The event videos threw glimpses and pieces of the catastrophe
but you know we are unfortunate, for not being able to
captivate the detailed incident.
So let’s try out something different.
You guys consider yourselves to be the important representatives and just let me
know what was the situation and who were the chief players
participating in the event.
Let’s not be late before the entire story passes off to another
part of the country.
Be fast, frame your ideas and just pen it down.
Note:
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Overview
This chapter will teach the studentsabout the legal aspects
ofPublic Relations with the exampleof a celebrity discussed
here.
Sushmita Sen is a universal beauty. As Miss Universe she has
done more PR for the country than most economists, scientists
and Nobel Prize winners. She is perhaps the face of liberalised
India and compares quite favourably with the unshaven face of
a very well-known economically savvy ‘sardar’.
(But that is another PR story waiting to be told ).
Continuing in her PR avatar, Sushmita contracted to become an
ambassador of the Coca Cola Company.
But things are not going well for the ageing beauty ! In a cruel
twist of PR fact, Sushmita has alleged harassment by the very
company she is the ambassador for .

The ambassador has reportedly sued the company she is
supposed to publicly and positively represent and promote.
This is made public by only one paper – a business publication
of repute!
It hits the paper’s headlines at a time when the Coca Cola
Company is embroiled in an ugly fracas with the local government for allegedly selling contaminated soft drinks .
The complexity of the PR situation is not lost either on the
general public or the Coca Cola Company which rushes to
establish an advisory committee of leading public figures in the
country.
Who is doing PR, with whom, to build or break who’s
image...and how do you assess the timing of it all ?

23
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OVERVIEW
This chapter will discuss aboutthe corporate image and
itsidentification. This will alsoelaborate on recovery of theimage
of the organization orpersonality.

Corporate Image
You know the larger the identity, the greater the fall of the
corporate or personality, the greater the fall.
The visual impact of the huge statue of Saddam Hussein being
toppled over after he fell from grace – is a physical manifestation
of the fact of the great fall of a great dictator in history.

Corporate identity and Corporate Image
You know these terms mean different things, but they are
sometimes used interchangeably. Most theories and practitioners would agree that an organization’s corporate identity lies in
its physical manifestations: its logo, company colors, house style
of dress, décor and so on. Corporate image, however, is the
impression that people have about the organization as a whole.
The two are linked, just as the verbs ‘to imply’ and ‘to infer’ are,
but they describe different concepts. We will look at these later
in this chapter.

Corporate Identity
The fourth piece of the jigsaw is corporate identity: the physical
manifestation of the organization, or, according to corporate
identity consultant Wally Olins, ‘making business strategy
visible through design. Identity is expressed in the names,
symbols, logos, colors and rites of passage which the organization uses to distinguish itself, its brands and its constituent
companies’ (Olins 1989).
Pic: Makeover for Prince Charles

An organization can use its corporate identity to reflect its
personality, to express its values, or simply to show how it is
structured. Some organizations have such clear corporate
identities that their names and logos or colors are synonymous:
Shell is an example of this use of a symbol. Coca Cola is
thought to ‘own’ the bright red it uses in its logo and advertising, and IBM has been so closely linked with blue that the
company’s nickname was for many years ‘the Big Blue’.
Sometimes elements of an organization’s identity threatened to
overwhelm the corporate identity itself. The Walt Disney
Company has made the image of Mickey Mouse so famous and
widespread that elements of it – the gloved hand, the ears and
the silhouette – are instantly recognizable. This can work to the
disadvantage of a company, as Disney found in 1994 when the
company failed in its attempt to site a new theme park in
Varginia, against the wishes of local people. Advertisements,
mailshots and posters all featured elements of Mickey Mouse,
and an article in The Washington (1995:59-63, 114-27) was
headlined ‘Hit the Rod, Mick’ (Hendrix 1998).
Libel and Privacy
Practitioners responsible for writing news releases, speeches,
corporate reports, newsletters, house organs and other communications are constantly watchful for pictures or statements that
might defame or invade privacy. Libel and privacy are two related
areas of civil law that become increasingly important as
aggressive lawyers pursue and generous juries encourage by
voting large damage awards. Both practitioners and their
employers can be held liable for tort violations.
Libel and Slander
Defamation appears as libel (published
written information) and slander
(distributing spoken defamation). It
includes statements or communications
that diminish the respect, goodwill,
confidence or esteem; or produce other
adverse feelings about a person or
institution. Related laws are designed to
protect the reputations of persons and
institutions. Four conditions – sometimes five – must be met before a
statement is held legally libelous. The
statement must :
1 Hurt someone’s reputation; be
defamatory.
2 Identify the victim by name or be
some other way obvious to others.

25
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3

Be communicated – published or broadcast – to an
audience other than the victim.

4

Contain an element of fault, proof of a falsehood being
disseminated with either malice or negligence.

Intrusion means invading a person’s solitude or seclusion,
usually through illegal entry, unlawful search or electronic
eavesdropping; secretly tapping conversations, whether in
person or over the phone, may lead to privacy claims.

5

Or, in the absence of the fourth condition, cause provable
damages or injury.

Public disclosure of private facts is similar to libel in that it
violates the personality and may cause mental anguish.

Newsletters covering public relations periodically report cases of
practitioners suing in state courts under libel laws because of
statements made after they were fired from public relations
firms or other organizations. Similarly practitioners responding
to press inquiries about terminated executives must be aware of
their own state’s libel laws, as statements may be seen as
damaging someone’s reputation or future employment
opportunities.
Common law defenses, however, are well established as the
following :
1

2

3

Truth is the oldest and strongest defense. The burden of
proving falsity is on the one bringing suit. The plaintiff
must not only prove that the statement is false, but also
that it was done with malice or negligence.
Privelege protects otherwise libelous statements that are fair
and accurate accounts of what occurs in government
proceedings and documents.
Fair comment includes opinions about the performance of
those in the public limelight; actors, politicians, sports
stars, musicians and other celebrities.

A person is placed in a false light when he or she is made to
appear other than he or she is.
Appropriation occurs when someone uses the name or picture
of another for advertising or trade purposes without consent.
Public Relations and The Law
Public relations personnel must be aware that they can be legally
held liable if they advice or tacitly support an illegal activity of a
client or an employer. This area of liability is called conspiracy.
Public relations officer should be thoroughly familiar with the
concepts of libel and slander.Such knowledge is crucial if an
organizations internal and external communications are to meet
legal and regulatory standards with a minimum of legal
complications
Corporations to some degree are also considered “ public
figures’ by the courts for several reasons ;—— !) they engage in
advertising and promotion offering products and services to
the public 2) they are often involved in matters of public
controvercy and public policy and 3) they some degrees of
access to the media —————— through regular advertising
and news releases ——————— that enables them to
respond and rebut defamatory charges made against them.

Any individual has the right to sue for libel, as do corporations.
In some states nonprofit organizations and other small groups
can sue for libel. Governments cannot sue for libel, but public
officials may sue as individuals when they think their reputations have been subjected to defamatory statements that cause
injury or actual damages. Suing may not be the wisest course
however.

The Fair Comment Defence

Corporations and executives considering suits against critics
who they feel defamed must consider the public relations
ramifications of their suits in the court of public opinion, as
well as their chance of winning in a court of law.

Executives are often incensed when an environmental group
includes their corporation on its annual “ dirty dozen” polluters
or similar lists . Executives are also unhappy when a broadcast
consumer affairs reporter flatly calls the product “ rip-off”.

Privacy

A corporate reputation may be damaged and product sales may
go down , but a defamation case is difficult to win because as
previously mentioned, the accuser must prove actual malice.

Citizens express increasing concern about protecting their
private lives as computers make it increasingly easy to identify
specific individuals and associate them with records of past and
current behavior.
Legal scholar William L Prosser divided the law of privacy into
four different areas :
1

Intrusion upon the plaintiff’s solitude or into his or her
private affairs.

2

Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts about the
plaintiff.

3

Publicity that places the plaintiff in a false light in the
public eye; and
Appropriation for the defendant’s advantage of the
plaintiff’s name or likeliness.

4

Each of the four categories affects public relations.
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You should know that organizations can do much to assure
that their communications avoid materials that could lead to
potential lawsuits .
By the same token , organizations are somewhat limited in their
ability to use legal measures to defend themselves about
criticism.

Also operating is the concept of fair comment and criticism.
Code of Ethics:
The International Code of Ethics for Public Relations:

Considering that all Member Countries of the United Nations
Organisation have agreed to abide by its Charter which reaffirms
‘its faith in fundamental human nights, in the dignity and
worth of the human person’ and that having regarding to the
very nature of the human person and that having regarding to
the very nature of their profession, Public Relations practitioners in these countries should undertake to ascertain and
observe the principles set out in this charter.
Considering that apart from ‘rights’ human beings have not
only physical or material needs but also intellectual, moral and

honestly and loyally on every occasion, in order to safeguard the
confidence of both present and former clients or employees.

Considering that, in that course of their professional duties and
depending on how these duties are performed, Public Relations
practitioners can substantially help to meet these intellectual,
moral and social needs.

Must Refrain From
To subordinate truth to other consideration. To discriminate
information not based upon checked facts or facts that can be
checked.

And lastly, considering that the use of techniques enabling
them to come simultaneously into contact with millions of
people gives Public Relations practitioners a power that has to
be restrained by the observance of a strict moral code.

To end his assistance to any enterprise or action which might
harm the moral honesty, dignity or integrity of the human
person.

On all these grounds, the undersigned Public Relations
Associations hereby declare that they accept, as their moral
charter, the principles of the following code of Ethics, and that
if, in the light of evidence submitted to the society, a member
of these Associations should be found to have infringed this
code in the course of his professional duties, he will be deemed
to be guilty of serious misconduct calling for an appropriate
penalty.

To make use of any method or technique which will lead to
influence the subconscious mind of individuals, in order to
make them act irrationally and, by so doing, free them from the
responsibility of their actions.
Hence it can be concluded that all these code of ethics are to be
intricately followed by a member of International Public
Relation Association (IPRA)
Note:

Acc. Each member of the Association must
Maintaining:Must Endeavour:

To contribute to the achievement of the moral and cultural
conditions enabling human beings to reach their full stature and
enjoy the indefeasible rights to which they are entitled under the
Universal Declaration of the Rights of Man (United Nations,
10 December’48)
To encourage the erection of patterns and networks of
communication which in sponsoring the free circulation of
essential information, would enable everyone withinthe group
to feel informed,concerned,responsible and part of a team.
To behave on all occassions and in all circumstances in such a
way as to deserve the confidence of all those with whom they
come into contact.
To take into account the fact that because of the public character
of his profession, his behavior even in private will have an effect
upon the judgements formed about the profession as a whole.
Must Undertake
To respect, in the excercise of his profession the moral principles and rules of the “Universal Declaration of the Rights of
Man”.
To respect and uphold the dignity of the human person and
recognize that each individual has the right to form, by himself,
his own judgement.
To create the moral, psychological, and intellectual conditions of
the true interchange of ideas, to recognize the right of the
parties involved to explain their cases and express their points
of view.
To act, in all circumstances, in such a way as to take due note of
the respective interests of the parties concerned, by constantly
establishing the relationship between, on the one hand, those
of the organization.
To respect his promises and engagements, which must always
be arranged in terms which do not lead to confusion and act
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social needs, and that their rights are of real benefit to them
only in sofar as these needs are essentially met.
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LESSON 12
IMAGE MAKEOVER : ROLE PLAY

Syndicated Portfolio 4
This lesson was very interesting - don’t you think so?

It was really exciting to get in touch with, rather I should say, we
came to know about an exciting aspect about Sushmita Sen and
her conflict with the famous beverage company. Sushmita Sen
was the beauty pageant, the Miss Universe who had also opted
for modelling and acting as her career.
Finally when she focused herself as the Coca Cola representative
this new event of maligning her deeply affected the image of
the soft drink company.
Don’t you think the entire incident was surprising enough.
That too, the publishing of the news event took place only in
one newspaper, months after the actual incident. Then, much
later came a two page write-up in Outlook magazine saying this
may be a controversy created to get publicity for Sushmita just
before the launch of her film !!
What’s involved here is the image of Coca Cola and the image
of Sushmita !!!
So friends, just tell me how would you like to rebuild the lost
image of Coca Cola or would you prefer to quick fix Miss Sen
and help her regain her reputation.
Start right now!!!!!!
We divide the class into two equal parts …and each one can
choose an image–maker from the other group. Now, as a team
of two you can decide who will be the individual or company
representative and who will be his/her PR manager .
Now , each company / individual briefs his / her image
manager on an image makeover programme …
Go ahead !
Note:
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Overview
This chapter will concentrateon the purpose and philosophyof
public relations - carriedonwards with its objectives andof
course, the entire topic beginswith the principle definitions of
PR.

Unit : 2

“Public Relations practice is the art and social science of analyzing
trends, predicting their consequences, counseling organization leaders and
implementing planned programs of action which will serve both the
organization’s and the public interest.”

Purpose & Philosophy Of PR

Philip Kitchen (1997) summarizes the definitions as suggesting
that public relations :

What Is Pr ?

•

is a management function,

“Public Relations practice is deliberate, planned, sustained effort

•

covers a broad range of activities and purposes in practice,

To establish and maintain mutual understanding between an organization and its public(s).” - IPR

•

is regarded as two-way interactive, suggests that publics
facing companies are not singular (ie consumers) but
plural,
suggests that relationships are long-term rather than shortterm.

As you can see, PR is a consistently misused and misunderstood term. PR implies primarily relations with the public. PR is
different from : Advertising, Sales Promotion, Marketing,
Selling, Personnel, Industrial Relations, Propaganda.
In the definition there are several key words worth noting :
‘planned’ and ‘sustained’ suggest these relationships are not
automatic or effortless. Indeed they have to be ‘established’ and
‘maintained’. The key word here is : “understanding”. Many
think PR is just about promoting an organization, whereas
most PR work involves ensuring publics have an accurate view
of the organization even if they don’t like what it does.
The word ‘publics’ goes beyond just ‘the public’ but different
groups of people – not just consumers, but suppliers,
employees, trustees, members, local and national trade, political
bodies, local residents etc One of the key concepts of PR is that
these groups or publics have different information needs and
exert different demands on organizations. Understanding these
differences is a vital skill of PR.
“Publicity is non-personal stimulation of demand for product/
service or business unit by planting commercially significant
news about it in a published medium or obtaining favourable
presentation of it on radio, television or stage that is not paid
for by the sponsor”. – Philip Kotler
He relegated it to mere ‘publicity’. And diverted it to one of the
Ps of marketing – the promotion ‘P’.
“ PR is the art and social science of analyzing trends, predicting their
consequences, counseling organization leaders and implementing planned
programs of action which will serve both the organization’s and public
interest.”- The Mexican Statement.
That is, in 1978 World Assembly of Public Relations Associations held in Mexico agreed on this.
The words ‘art’ and ‘social science’ are helpful in explaining the
continuing tension between understanding PR as a measurable,
science-based application of communication tools and the
affection of many practitioners for the looser, more creative
aspects of the works. In US the social science elements dominate the understanding of PR. In UK it largely considered a
management function. The operative word here is `planned’.

•

IPR has extended definition realistically to :
Public Relations practice is the discipline concerned with the reputation
of organizing (or products, services or individuals) with the aim of
earning understanding and support.
This is sometimes simplified further to :
Public Relations is about reputation – the result of what you do, what
you say and what others say about you.
What should be the objectives of Public Relations?

i)

To build up mutual understandings and good relations.

ii)

To inform the public through different media.

iii) How to employ the objectives.
iv) To create a public opinion
v) To win the publics
vi) To build up a good image of the organization
vii) To help the company in informing the public about the
good work done by the organization.
viii) To inform the public about the activities achievement
outstanding performances of the organization to the
publication through n/p. and other media.
ix) To advise the management about what the public thinks
about the company i.e. to provide the management with
necessary feed back.
x)

To publish the launching of a new product or a new service

xi) To establish and maintain cordial relation with the Press
and other media for avoiding adverse criticism.
xii) To maintain good relations with the government both
state and central and the community in which an
organization operates.
xiii) To mould public opinion in favor of the organization.
xiv) To change the attitudes of the various groups of public in
favor of the organization and its products of servicing.
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xv) To arrange effective and timely publicity of the performance
and the policies of the organization.
xvi) To establish and maintain mutual understanding and
cordial relations between the organization and its internal
publics i.e. employees.

Prejudice
Overcoming prejudice may be difficult (as in racial/religious
differences).
It is seen that prejudices are often deep-rooted and bound up in
•

environment ,

The PR Situation

•

Public Relations, to succeed must be free of bias - impartial and
provide hard facts (otherwise credibility is lost). And credibility
crucial to PR.

•

family upbringing,
educational,

•

political, or religious background,

•

nationality or ethnic group.

PR must be
•

very clear about purpose

•

with well-defined objectives, PR can be economical in
achieving specific results

•

the philosophy must be clear too

PR educates market in a persuasive way. Advertising aims to
make known in order to sell. Propaganda is biased and
persuasive in its support to supporters, donors. For PR to
succeed it must be free of bias, has to be impartial. Credibility is
vital in PR.
The primary purpose of PR is UNDERSTANDING.
This is very clearly demonstrated in the : PR Transfer Process
The PR Transfer Process
Hostility

Sympathy

Prejudice

Acceptance

Apathy

Interest

Ignorance
•

Negative emotions

Knowledge
Positive Emotions

Much of the problem solving in PR : involves the
conversion of these negative
positive.
•

This model epitomizes the crucial situation in which PR
has to operate, first having established the extent and
nature of negative situations.

• The purpose of PR is to convert a bad situation to better one.
The achievement of understanding ……is a tremendous task.
Much of the problem solving in PR has to do with converting
those four negative states into more positive ones.
Take each state and understand what it means :

Hostility
Most organizations have to contend with some degree of
hostility at some point of time or the other. This is a fact about
public services that they cannot please all people all the time. In
commercial world people at different times for different reasons
may be hostile to their services. The PR task here is to present
facts in order to be understood (and not hide them!). People
may not love you. But with understanding you can sympathize/ be tolerant. Research may identify cause :
misinformation, lack of information or information from rival
source. If hostility is unjustified, a good informative PR
program can reverse the situation. Opinion leaders (if misunderstood or uninformed) can do damage to an organization.
Research may identify grounds of hostility – misinformation,
false information from rivals etc.
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There can be prejudice about colours, shapes - these can very
well affect products
And consumer acceptance levels. Sometimes prejudice can seem
petty or immature (as in
boarding a plane, or even going abroad). Prejudice can be
overcome through derstanding.
Post-war prejudice and hostility to Japan has been overcome
today - through the passage of time.
Hence the popularity of Japanese cars in Asia today and
abroad. There was prejudice
about airships that Airship Industries had to encounter after a
number of air disasters.
Closer home you can find examples too – Sahara Airlines,
Indian Airlines).
Apathy
Apathy can be defined as : a ‘dreadful negative state’.
Apathy in fact, is understandable. People wrapped up in own
affairs, that they often resist new ideas.
Apathy – a kind of protective conservatism – it is in people’s
interest to be aware about beneficial products/services. Local
authorities/Government departments have to fight apathy – to
get people to enjoy rights, services, facilities to which they are
entitled to.
Apathy made it necessary for use of seat belts in cars : it is legal
and compulsory in many parts of the country.
In changing times today, apathy is often to do with lifestyles &
older age groups. People do not want to change.
This is very true in developing countries. Ministries often use
PR to affect social changes. which call for revolutionary changes
in lifestyles.

Ignorance
The world has become really complex, and we are inevitably
ignorant about many things !
With the introduction of new products, advertising alone will
not break barrier of ignorance & informative, educational PR is
essential. The market has to be prepared for new things.
But the marketing world is not in love with market education –
including trade and consumers. It takes a great deal of effort to
educate the consumers or masses on some product or service or
a corporate’s image or reputation.
When PR is accepted as integral part of marketing mix, it can be
great asset in demolishing ignorance and to the pave way for
successful advertising.
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Sony used PR a year before launching Compact Video Camera.
Also you could consider the voluminous Reliance Mobile
Communication before it lead to the actual launch which
advocated “ kar lo duniya muthi mein ”.
Advance knowledge can build interest, curiosity, expectation and
awareness – and can be an excellent prelude to product launch.
Hence …
PR opens up immense possibilities for use of its techniques.
PR must be clear about purpose.
With well-defined objectives PR can be very economical way of
achieving specific results.
The PR philosophy must be clear.
PR cannot be a substitute for advertising.
Once suspect, PR loses its credibility.
Unless PR message is believed, the effect will be disastrous.
Implying impartiality and inaccuracy.
Note:
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LESSON 14
PR CAMPAIGN PLAN

Overview
Students will learn from thistopic about the PR campaign,planning and the different stagesthat are involved.

Definition of Objectives
•

All forms of planned communications, outwards and
inwards, between an organization and its publics for the
purpose of achieving specific objectives, concerning mutual
understanding.

The PRO or PR consultant needs to examine all the
proposals of all departments in an organization to
determine what communication problems have to be
handled.

•

It may be a new product launch, a rights offer of shares,
the opening of a new factory, participation in an exhibition,
a recruitment campaign etc

Unless there are targets or objectives there is nothing
against which to evaluate results.

•

Without these objectives a practical plan of campaign
cannot be devised nor can its results be accessed.

We must note that PR consists of
•

•

Planned Operation
If PR is to be cost-effective, it should be a planned operation
like marketing strategy, sales or advertising campaign. It can be
planned in two ways : Management can brief in-house PR or
PR consultant.
But the situation has to be researched and reasons and purposes are there to work out plan of positive action. It is not a
case of preparing isolated campaign, but organizing a year’s
work on the basis of time, money and other resources such as
equipment. The gin-and-tonic PRO is a ghost of the past.

Definition of Publics
•

In order to achieve our objectives we need to define the
special publics or target groups to whom PR messages are
to be assessed.

•

They may be as varied as employers, politicians,
distributors, school children, opinion leaders, customers
past, present and future, actual or potential of either sex
and of different ages and social grades.

Choice of Media and Techniques

Today’s PRO is a businessman, a budget-minded miser
accountable for every hour, every rupee he spends and proud of
the documented, recorded achievements gained by his varied
skills and knowledge.

•

6-Point Planning Model

•

This method follows a blend of the definition at the beginning
and the Mexican Statement.
•

The Appreciation of the situation or the communication
audit.

•

Definition of objectives.

•

Definition of publics.

•
•

Choice of Media and techniques.
Budget of the cost of man-hours, materials and expenses.

•

Evaluation of Results.

The model sets out a logical sequence of decisions and actions
and places PR on its problem-solving role in the effort to
achieve mutual understanding.

•

•
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It is no use planning a PR campaign unless we know where
we are now.

Techniques are also involved such as press events, feature
articles, radio and TV interviews, corporate identity
schemes, talks and film/video/slide shows or
sponsorships.

The Budget
•

The 3 main costs are time, materials and expenses.

•

Material costs for printing, film production, catering,
hospitality, travel, time man-hours.

•

It is no use listing a great many objectives, identifying the
right publics and deciding best media and techniques if
time and budget is inadequate.
Budgetary controls are likely eg. Daily time sheet. In PR
consultancy time sheet is critical so that time is rationed
carefully and calculated.

Analysis of the 6-Point Model
Appreciation of the Situation
•
Sometimes called the communication audit, the object of
this study is to establish the current image and to discover
what is the state of hostility, prejudice, apathy, prejudice or
ignorance.

Having put our objectives and publics together we now
have to decide how or whether it is possible to
communicate in order to achieve our defined objectives
through our defined publics.
Media can be divided into the existing commercial
(newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and trade exhibitions)
and private created (house journals, audio-visuals, visual
aids etc

•

Assessment of Results
•

there are 3 ways of measuring results :
•

by observation and experience

•

by evaluating media coverage and

•

by use of research techniques

it all depends on the objectives – the staff of right calibre
are recruited, a share issue is oversubscribed, proposed
hostile legislation is defeated or amended, a satisfactory %
of staff accept relocation, or a take-over bid is aborted, the
results will be self-evident.

•

If the campaign produces enquiries they can be counted.

•

If the tone of media coverage is improved, it can be seen
from press cuttings and monitored scripts of broadcasts.

•

But if it’s a case of measuring a shift in attitude or opinion
or awareness or correctness of the corporate image, a
research survey such as opinion poll or image study will be
necessary.
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•

Appreciation of Situation
Consider Image. Image is whatever is in people’s minds, accord
to the quality of their info, awareness of experience. It can
depend on the extent of their hostility, prejudice, apathy or
ignorance or otherwise. Different people can have different
images of the same thing eg. nuclear power, trade union leaders,
foreign countries, religions.
Ideally those responsible for PR will try and achieve a consistent
and true image.
While a correct image is desirable (and a good one has to be
earned) there are some variations on the image as a correct
impression.
•

Malaysian Airline System (MAS)

•

The Desired Corporate Image they wanted was :

Golden Service Through the Pursuit of Excellence
Now what are the desired personality attributes of the MAS
employee? He should be : Dynamic
Knowledgeable
Friendly
Well-groomed
Helpful
Courteous
Articulate
Professional
Loyal
Therefore, in the campaign they featured humorous situations
which demonstrated :
•
courtesy and service
•

loyalty and commitment

•

dedication and diligence

•

togetherness and cooperative spirit

•

mutual respect and appreciation

•

productivity and efficiency

In this way, the work ethics and personality attributes combined
to firmly route consumers/readers to their desired heights of
Golden Service.
Note:
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LESSON 15
PR BOOK REVIEW

Syndicated Portfolio 5
Friends this is simply great!!!!
Like LEWIS CARROLL taking Alice into the Wonderland, I
too have a chance to aid you people in venturing the communication world.
This is simply fascinating. You must be under the same
impression too.
In order to communicate all your surroundings what can one
do other than to just stretch your magic wands and get
communicated .
So now, after understanding communication let me ask you to
form groups, and fetch books from the library and deconstruct
it.
Do you know what is deconstruction? It is nothing but
rewriting in your own pattern.
So present your work in the class which will be open to a
discussion.
Get going!!!!!
Note:
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Overview

(d) different to those expected?

This chapter deals withthe crises that Tylenol and Diamond
citystore productsfaced and how theydealt with it. This also
providesa real life situation for the studentsto work outpossible
solutions.

How could the beliefs and assumptions be better assessed
before these were made the basis upon which action decisions
were made?

This exercise enables users to tryout a number of the skills and
techniques outlined in this chapter - handling questions,
disengagement and presentation micro-skills.
Review the short brief on doing this type of case-based exercise
in Appendix 1.
When you have finished the exercise, critically consider the
strategies and actions you made and the consequent outcomes.
Should you be doing this exercise in a small group, discuss your
impressions and criticisms. Remember to acknowledge the
positive aspects as well as analyze any ‘what went wrong’
aspects. You may wish to consider the brief comments made
on this exercise on pp. 449-50 in Appendix 2 to help generate
your analysis and discussion.

Begin the exercise.
Diamonds’
Diamonds’ is a large and successful retail chain that sells
produce including fresh food, grocery items, clothing, footwear,
furniture, gifts, electrical goods, house linen, and sports and
leisure goods.
You are a senior member of the store’s crisis management
team. On your way to work you overhear an excerpt on the early
morning news.
“
‘... The number of people admitted overnight to the city
hospitals with what
may well be E Coli food poisoning stands at ten. Medical
spokespeople admit that they expect this number to increase
over the next three days. Unconfirmed reports suggest that a
common factor may be products bought from Diamonds’ city
stores. ‘

Crisis management for managers and executives
Proceed with the next part of the exercise

Given the nature of the news item, your organization is likely
to become a media target. Sure enough, as you arrive at work
you find yourself surrounded by journalists and cameras.
Try to quickly jot down how you would respond and what you
would say to each of the four questions below. If repeating this
exercise or working in small groups you may wish to use some
of the alternative questions supplied below. If working in small
groups, try doing the exercise ‘live’ with someone asking the
questions. The rest of the group needs to note what impressions they got and critique each answer after the four questions
are made and responses presented. Once the question and
answer routine feels good, participants may wish to practise the
disengagement process mentioned in the chapter.
•

‘Is it true that your company is already being investigated
for other health and safety issues?’

•

‘How many deaths and injuries may result from this?’

•

‘Are the companies supplying you with security most likely
to be at fault?’ . ‘When are you going to come clean and
really tell us what is going on?’

Alternative or supplementary questions

Public safety/corporate negligence:
•
‘What about that accident that happened last year?’
•

‘Why wasn’t the public told about... ?’

•

‘What actual protection did the public/user/customer
actually have?’

Negligence/blaming:
•

‘Who caused the accident?’

•

‘How could you let this happen?’
‘Why wasn’t this found out before now?’

What are you going to do?
Take around 20 minutes to outline the initial steps you think
should be taken. Remember to note the beliefs and assumptions on which you base your choices and decisions. If working
in a group, you may find it easier to get one of the members to
note these down as the discussion proceeds.

•

•

‘So your management has no idea about what is going on
in your company?’ . ‘Why haven’t you paid out
compensation for your last disaster three years
ago ?’

Take the next 20 minutes to quickly review the assumptions and
beliefs in the decisions you made.

•

‘Care to comment on claims that you use unskilled and
untrained workers on those technically complex tasks?’

Would the action choices be different if the assumptions were:

Uncaring/concealment:
•
‘Isn’t it a fact that the safety practices you mention are a
public relations sham?’. .

(a) not made?
(b) less than estimated?
(c) greater than estimated?

Blaming/Uncaring:

‘Why can we not visit and film the site?’
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‘Why can’t we interview the managers involved?’

Crisis management for managers and executives

Tylenol product contamination, USA, 1982

Dealing with the poisoned pills meant clearing stocks, warning
the public and conducting a number of public relations
programmes. Clearing and checking stock (and the public fears
of product contamination) led to a fall in their market share in
analgesics. The loss of public confidence and market eroded the
price of shares of Johnson & Johnson by around 20 per cent
($1.9 billion).

Tylenol product contamination, USA, 1982
Much has been written on the Tylenol (1982) product contamination scare. While some readers may feel that this case is old
and too well known, the lapse of time has meant that the
cause-and-effect of the crisis, the crisis response and the crisis
recovery efforts can be better assessed than situations of a more
recent nature. Crisis respondents, managers and executives can
learn from crisis management examples from any time and
covering any situation.
Background
Prior to 28 September 1982, Johnson & Johnson (J&J) had a
market share in over-the-counter pain reliever medication of 35
per cent. This had a value of $450 million.
Incident
Between 29 September and 1 October in 1982. seven people
died in the Chicago area from taking Tylenol Extra Strength.
Media reports that cyanide had contaminated these capsules led
to an 87% drop in sales. Public alarm made every suspicious
death a potential Tylenol poisoning ( leading to a total of 250
suspected deaths and illnesses ). The effect of the reports and
deaths led to a fall of around 20 % ( around $ 1.9 billion ) in
the value of Johnson & Johnson shares.
Response
J&J did not have a crisis plan but a company policy which was
that “the first concern was for customers and public’. J&J
recalled, sample tested and destroyed 22 million bottles of
Tylenol. They quickly made available a toll-free 800 telephone
number for inquiries and widely advertised the number.
A seven-member crisis management team met twice daily in the
CEO’s office. At one stage, a ’60 minutes’ current affairs crew
filmed the team in a strategy session. The CEO personally
appeared on major national TV shows.
EventualIy, J&J reintroduced the product in triple tamperproof sealed bottles. After a copy cat murder, the company
reintroduced the product in a solid form caplet (a solid capsuleshaped tablet). Within five months, J&J recovered 70 per cent
of their pre-crisis share of the market.
Statistics
Over 2500 media inquiries were made and 125 000 press
clippings on the topic were cut (Barton, 1993). J&J tested
around eight million tablets and found only 75 contained
cyanide - all from the same batch from the South Chicago area.
Barton (1993) reports that the cost of testing and destroying
the 22,000,000 bottles exceeded $100 million (with a total likely
crisis management cost of $500 million).
Comment
Note the ripple effect of the crisis in terms of the cost to
Johnson & Johnson.
Crisis management for managers and executives
Crisis management
Crisis management
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for managers and executives
for managers and executives

While the company did not have a crisis plan, the principle of
concern for customers and public was a key for successful
response management. This concern was espoused and acted
upon - warnings were sent out to all medical locations (hospitals, medical surgeries and pharmacists), staff checked that
shelves were cleared, a public free telephone number was quickly
established and the CEO made personal appearances on
television shows. This image of caring was enhanced by letting
a current affairs programme film the crisis team’s strategy
sessions.
Management Perspective
The most notable point from this case was the speed with
which J&J reacted, given they had no fully formed crisis
management plan at this time. The management did the two
most effective crisis management steps in a product failure or
product contamination situation:
1. recalled all of the product (a sterile zone strategy); and
2. ensured all potential players or users were quickly informed.
These moves contained the damage and covered a worst-case
scenario for the crisis. By adopting a sterile zone strategy
(remove all accessible units of the product) and making a
massive communication effort (warning about the possible con
tamination of the product), J&J reduced any further growth of
the problem. A quick response is likely to reflect favourably in
any subsequent litigation.
Note the classic risk management action in this case. The
capsules contained the poison, so J&J designed the crisis out of
the product. When tamper-proofing failed, the organization
redesigned the capsule into a solid-form or caplet. This is also a
good example of one of the bouncing-back strategies of
recovery management (see Chapter 16). By looking for opportunities to gain from the situation, J&J were able to link the safer
design into a campaign that made J&J appear as a public
protector, thereby improving the corporate image.

Overview
The chapter deals with the topic of relationship in crisis for
different organizations and how they can prepare for the
unknown situations in an effective manner.
Crisis Communication
Crisis communication can be looked at in this light :
“A crisis is unpredictable but not unexpected. ”
- Timothy Combs
Now you may ask, what exactly is crisis communication? Most
of us have come across some kind of crisis communication at
some time or the other. Let’s take a look at some of the crises
that have occurred to organizations in the course of time :
* McDonald's * Coca-Cola * Johnson & Johnson
* Nike, Mistreatment of Asian workers, 1997
* ICICI Bank

* Burger Max * Bhopal Gas Tragedy

* Enron * Exxon Valdez
* Sizzler, E. coli poisoning, 1993

Overview
From the moment a story emerges there is a "golden hour,"
according to Rob Shimmin, managing director of Ogilvy
Global Public Relations Worldwide.
Shimmin defines the golden hour as

"The time between when you control the story and when other
parties take the story, shape the crisis and the public's perceptions of your company."
It is in these critical moments that you must convince the media
that you are the best source of information. It is here where you
will either gain or lose all control for your crisis. There must be
consistency in messaging. All company spokespersons must be
talking the same language, to make sure you are not undercutting your message even by one syllable. Everyone in the
organization must understand what is expected and where you
are trying to go. The golden hour gets increasingly shorter. Once
you've lost control of the debate, you may never be able to get it
back.
And what is the message?
When a crisis hits, the public only wants to know three things:

A company's willingness to tell the full truth depends on
management's willingness to admit they've made a mistake.
Some executives can do this, and some can't. By and large the
public is willing to forgive you if you're honest and truly
remorseful.
For instance, in the case of Enron, most people had never
heard of the brand. What people do remember, however, is the
effort by Ken Lay, Chair and CEO, and the Lay family to be less
than forthcoming. They remember Mrs. Lay saying they would
lose their house and crying on television. The public doesn't care
about the problems of Ken Lay's family. The public cares only
about the thousands of families who lost their jobs and
retirement money. The Lays can move into one of their other
houses.
Part of the reaction to a crisis response must include a structure
for how to prioritize your response to media requests.
After a crisis there could be thousands of press calls for print,
Internet, radio and television sources.
Depending on circumstances, decisions must be made as to
which media outlets are the most important to communicate
with first. CNN will broadcast to over 39 countries worldwide
today. The Wall Street Journal will talk to the United States
tomorrow.
As a general rule, Mike Lawrence, executive vice president with
Cone Inc., a Boston-based PR and strategic consulting company
for consumer product corporations and nonprofit organizations, advises companies to respond to news organizations
with the greatest reach for the most critical audiences.
He gives the example of a chemical company in Western
Massachusetts, which accidentally released a big chlorine cloud.
Police responded; news went out over the AP wire; the flood of
calls began. In that instance, he recommended going to local
radio first to inform the community on the issue and whether
evacuation is necessary. It is better to have your voice going out
over the airways than that of emergency personnel.
But how can one prepare in advance for something unknown?
Crisis management for brands and companies as a whole
unfolds in six parts.

i)

what went wrong,

Each part can be handled by planning in advance and then
following through at the time the crisis occurs.

ii)

how it will be fixed, and

1

Develop and implement a corporate strategy that creates
goodwill and credibility in the mind of the consumer and
the public for your company while times are good.
Television talk show host Oprah Winfrey has such great
credibility that she could probably be forgiven for a killing
spree. Media mogul and household doyen Martha Stewart
doesn’t.

2

Imagine the worst. Identify potential risks with a brand
threat audit. Develop strategies to minimize these threats.

iii) what will happen to ensure it doesn't happen again.
The core message will always be wrapped within these three
areas and, adhere to the cardinal rules of crisis communications:
i)

tell the truth,

ii)

tell it all,

iii) tell it fast.
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3

Build a crisis management strategy. Bring together a team,
an infrastructure, a process and a plan to respond to crisis.
Rehearse the strategy, involve the CEO, and constantly
update critical information.

4

Stick to the blueprint. Respond to a crisis based on the
predetermined crisis strategy.

5

Don’t fly without a net. Do not react spontaneously to a
crisis without a strategically developed game plan.

6

Time heals. Restore the brand; use time as your ally.

It sounds simple, but there are several critical success factors that
must be in place for any crisis management plan to work.
Specifically:
1 The fish rots from the head. The CEO must buy into and
be part of the strategy from its inception. The head of the
company sets the tone for the importance of crisis
management throughout the entire organization. He/she
will also be the most likely spokesperson for the company
and must be credible.
2

Look the devil in the eyes. Identify the weakest and worst
internal and external areas that have the potential to
damage the brand. Who’d have thought that WorldCom
staff would hide over US$ 7 billion in losses, or in the case
of Tyco, that the CEO would try to evade a tax on a US$ 2
million painting?

3

Develop a strategy, rehearse it and update plans. It is only a
crisis because there has been no advance planning and your
crisis plan information is not current.
Legal and crisis management teams speak in the same voice.
Conflict between these parties during a crisis causes delays,
allowing external parties to speak for and blame you.

4

Employees first. Employees represent the brand and are on
the frontline with consumers; they need to feel secure
about their jobs and be able to communicate problem
resolution strategies directly to the public. (Imagine the
WorldCom call center the day after the company declared
bankruptcy.)

5

Constant and continuous communication. Don’t dismiss
the importance of immediate response, constant
communication, an unswerving message and a consistent
face to the public.
The irony is that in most crisis cases the full range of
problems that a company might face can be anticipated or
even predicted in advance based on the potential risks
associated with a specific industry.

Sam Waltz, president of The Atlantic Leadership Institute, a
Delaware-based business and communications counseling
company, recommends that organizations conduct a brand
threat audit by identifying worst-case scenarios and then
categorizing the potential likelihood of these scenarios occurring. They could refine the threat assessment by gauging how
the stakeholders (customers, employees, investors) feel about
the company, identifying weaknesses in the brand and establishing what reputation the brand has in the marketplace.
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Brand owners can then develop benchmark levels and strategies
to improve over present levels. Corporate leaders can proactively
manage to reduce these risks or prepare for potential threats well
enough so there is no doubt that the capability exists to handle
a problem if and when it occurs.
Responsible companies then can track the potential and the
dimension of these problems with their partners, customers,
industry associations and other organizations. This will serve to
educate the public as well as the brand owner, as well as allay
fears in the minds of the stakeholders in advance of major
issues, which could occur. .
Note:
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LESSON 18
KNOWN UNKNOWN

Syndicated Portfolio 6
Students, I am sure you have been oriented in a very careful
fashion by your parents.
They have always been so careful and conscious about you.
Am I correct.?
Yes I am sure, I am – because I can visualize the grin on your
faces.
But my friends, life is not that easy – at one juncture you have
to face a crisis or the other.
What would you do then ?
Just don’t be terrified. Identify a crisis that can happen to you
sometime in your future life , and write out ways of solving
the crisis.
I am sure you can, because you are the future PR manager. And
PR managers are doing this all the time !
So just get into it - write down all possible measures and get
yourself prepared for the negative events of life.
Note:
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LESSON 19
RELATIONSHIP IN CRISIS 2

Overview

•

Power(Leverage)

Here the student will be made familiar with more problems
involved in a relationship in crisis for an organization

•

Legitimacy (Value driven)

•

Willingness (Desire for action

or personality. He will get to know :
•

How to get into pre-crisis planning

•

What are the different types of crisis

•

How to organize crisis management team and planning,
and

•

The role of a CEO in crisis

Pre-crisis Planning

Historical Types of Crises
Crises can be of various types. What could occur? There are
potential crisis events as follows:
A. Product failure – Firestone tires.
B.

Human failure – Arthur Andersen, Enron, WorldCom.

C. Management failure – Enron, WorldCom (also qualifies as
human failure)

The overruling objective here is to prevent or lessen the negative
outcomes of a crisis and thereby protect the organization,
stakeholders, and/or industry from damage, $ loss reputation
loss or identity altered a Scanning

D. Natural disasters – Lightning strike, fire, flood, hurricane,
earthquake.

This process of scanning must be done. A definition of
‘scanning’ could be covering these areas :

F.

E. Terrorism – Attacks on businesses in New York’s World
Trade Center.

•

Looking out for potential sources of crises

Malevolence (kidnapping, product tampering, terrorism etc.
)
G. Technical breakdowns

•

Industry-wide issue analysis

H. Challenges (boycotts, strikes, lawsuits, government actions)

•

Organization specific issue analysis

I.

Mega damage (oil spills, radioactivity)

•

Risk assessment (“implicit issues”)

J.

Organization’s Misdeeds

•

Stakeholder relationships

K. Workplace violence

For your information, Issue Sources could be : Newspapers,
Business Magazines, TV News, Trade Journals, Public Opinion
Polls, Medical/Science Journals, On-line (web pages, sites etc),
newsgroups, etc.
Risk Assessment Sources could be : Safety/accident records,
Ethical climate surveys, Financial audits, Liability exposure,
employees Comp, Product tampering, Risk audits (70-80%),
Sexual harassment exposure
Relationship Sources could be : Shareholder resolutions,
Stakeholder complaints, Rumors/grapevine at conventions,
Speculative discussions, Potential Boycotts
Remember the key principle to be followed is : Keep in
continual contact with key constituents and listen to what they
are saying.
b. Assessing situation
While assessing the situation you must be very careful in
evaluating all the dimensions of that particular situation. For
instance :
•

Evaluate issues in two dimensions

Rumors

c. Designing Tools & Systems
•

Select Crisis Management Team

•

Select Spokespersons

•

Develop Crisis Management Plan

•

Prepare Crisis Communication System

Selecting the Crisis Management Team CMT
While selecting the Crisis Management Team, these points must
be kept in mind :
•

A cross-functional group who have been designated to
handle ANY crisis

•

Characteristics of a good CMT would be :
•

Work together (conflict management)
Apply the CMP (manage stress)

•

Listen to others

•

Make the right decisions

•

Communicate proactively

•

•

likelihood

Selecting the CMT

•

impact

The people involved in the Crisis Management Team will have
to have to play combined roles of a really diverse nature. Or
they should be people who have a collective experience in
different areas, which you will notice have a bearing in the nature
of their work in this crisis management mode.

•

Evaluate risks with risk management grid

•

Evaluate relational threats
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L.

•

Typical roles
•

Legal

•

Security/safety

•
•

PR
Operations

•

Top Management (CEO)

•

Victim manager

In such a situation, not everyone is allowed to speak to the
press or to the public. Certain people are selected to be the
‘spokesperson’ or ‘spokepersons’ for the company. There are
certain observations which you should notice and bear in mind.
There are :

•

The underlying principle should be - “One voice is more
important than one person”.
The role predominantly is : Manage the accuracy &
consistency of the messages coming from the organization.

•

All communication should be guided by the 5 C’s:

•

Concern, Clarity, Control, Confidence, & Competence

Selecting the CMT
•

•

Overly detailed. There is a shortage of time here and a
million things to do. So keep it short and sweet. Keep to
the point.

•

Rigid. Since it is a crisis, being rigid will not help. You may
have to improvise at the last moment and keep on doing
it. You prime objective being to salvage the situation, you
will be on the alert to rectify things as soon as possible.

Make time for training (63% companies do)

Selecting Spokespersons

•

What should it not be? If you know what it should follow,
then you will be clear as to what you should definitely work
towards. It should not be :

Skills of the spokesperson
•

•

Appear pleasant on camera (visual, nonverbal). His or
her spoken words and actions must be consistent and
overall must covey a pleasant and approachable
demeanor, as against an aggressive, standoffish
appearance.
Answer questions effectively so that the messages are
put forth clearly – to be received in the manner that it
was intended to be. This will ensure that there are no
or minimum communication gaps.

Certain don’ts should also be followed :

Components of CMP
•

Introduction - is usually by CEO

•

Rehearsal dates

•

CMT members

•

CMT contact sheet

•

Crisis Assessment
•

overview piece
short

•

likely scenarios

•

•

Incident report form (documents what happened)

•

Proprietary information (list)

•

Strategy worksheet

•

Stakeholder contact sheet

•

Crisis control center (e.g. where, capabilities)

•

Post crisis evaluation

The quality of preparation for any crisis of these events will
hinge on the quality of upfront disclosure from key decision
makers in a company.
Prepare Crisis Communication System
This would consist of the following :
•

the physical setup

•

prepare tools such as -

•

Don’t argue with reporters

•

Avoid “no comment” comment (65% believe “no
comment” = “guilty”

•

Intranet

•

Internet

•

Challenge incorrect information

•

•

Assess assumptions of questions

•

•

Legitimize

•

Present information clearly

•

Avoid jargon
Provide structure

The Role of CEO
It is a brave and rare CEO who will comment on potential
risks, especially those that may involve his/her personal
behavior or business ethics.

•

Develop Crisis Management Plan (CMP)
What exactly do you mean by a “Crisis Management Plan”? It
should be a plan specially developed to handle the crisis
situation.
It should be :
•

A potential action plan

•

Used during the crisis

•

Focuses on “how-to”

Phones
Now prepare the team too and have them in place.

According to Rob Shimmin, managing director of Ogilvy
Global Public Relations Worldwide, as a crisis team member
you have to be able to say to the CEO, “Let’s look at audited
books. Is there anything there that concerns you?” The best
preparation will occur where there is complete disclosure
between all parties.
In the case of a CEO or an employee error, the company would
be best off changing business practices so it is clear that the
behavior will not be repeated and will not be tolerated. The
ramifications of personal behaviors must be made clear to all
staff – even the CEO.
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Solve the Battle Between PR and Legal Staff
Know that in the absence of a crisis management structure with
appropriately trained staff, there will be a battle between
attorneys and communications. A conflict here can kill the best
of crisis response initiatives. The real problem, according to Al
and Laura Ries, authors of the recent book “The Fall of
Advertising & the Rise of PR” , is that
“For CEOs in major corporations, whenever there is a problem,
the first person they want to talk to is their lawyer. The first
advice the lawyer gives is to tell the CEO to shut up to protect
against self-incrimination in a future trial or to imply that saying
anything at all is a tacit admission of guilt.”
Think Martha Stewart.
From a crisis management perspective, this is a disaster. The
CEO must react immediately. Companies can’t wait for the PR
director and legal counsel to negotiate positions through a
committee.

crisis hits. Designated staff could be given a laminated card that
says who to call first and a password to log on to the site.
Set up an outside crisis phone system. Include toll-free numbers.
Be accountable to and for your employees. Crisis planning must
include methods to reassure all employees and to account for
missing employees if necessary. Identification of alternative
places to work and/or counseling may also be required. These
are issues that some U.S. companies faced in the wake of
September 11th.
Practice and update your crisis plan. Keep your crisis plans
current. Update relevant computer files. Company spokespersons should do dry runs in front of cameras responding to
hard journalistic questions.

Meet the Crisis Team

Think about it.
What you should realize by now is that most crises are preventable. If your CEO is involved in crisis planning, if you know
what your risks are, work to mitigate these known risks,
develop a plan, and know how to implement it you’ve got a
pretty good shot at keeping the demons at bay.

In advance of any crisis, companies must create an action plan.
Waiting to set up a team until after a crisis starts is like locking
the gates after the horses are gone. Time and momentum are
irretrievably lost. The team must know what to do and who to
call. This action plan should consist of the following items and
activities:

Bear in mind that most potential crises are of the steady dripdrip-drip variety, with trouble brewing from daily business, bad
products or known malfeasance. Take care of any and all
problems early. The wheels of blame are in motion the
moment a crisis occurs. Companies must be prepared to react
instantly.

Determine a crisis management team. Your team should be
made up of the CEO and senior executives, public relations
staff, media consultants and legal counsel.

The situation with Ford-Firestone and accidents involving tires
is an example of a circumstance where the problem was
documented yet corporate leaders ignored the situation until
there was a full-blown crisis with multiple deaths, lawsuits,
product recalls and a CEO ouster. The Catholic Church is
another instance where years of incidents of abuse by priests
had been identified and ignored.

A delayed response will be seen as what it is: an attempt to
cover without taking responsibility.

Identify the crisis spokesperson. Ideally this should be the
CEO. This person must be believable and empathetic.
Involve the CEO in all crisis-planning activities. Effective crisis
response requires the buy-in and participation of the CEO. In
times of crisis, immediate action based on a clear plan by the
CEO is mandatory. A plan made by middle management for
senior management without the early involvement of C-level
executives will fail.
No strangers. Everyone on the crisis team must know each
other and how to work with each other. In the middle of a
crisis you can’t risk time over introductions and establishing
trust.
Train your spokespersons. Train someone specifically to work
with the media. Fumbled words and messages will seal the
coffin.
Think: photo, headline, story. Exxon could have worked
wonders if on the day after the Valdez oil spill the CEO was
out cleaning up the rocks on the Alaskan shoreline.
Write a brief crisis manual. Build a process to determine what to
do in the event of a crisis. Who gets telephoned if there is a
problem? Breaking news? At the very least draw up a list of
phone numbers.
Build a dark site. In advance of an anticipated crisis, build a
website populated with key information to be lit up once the
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“Companies will be blamed the moment crisis occurs regardless
of whether it was their fault; all companies must be prepared
and reactive to that,” said Mike Lawrence, executive vice
president with Cone Inc., a Boston-based public relations and
strategic consulting company for consumer product corporations and nonprofit organizations. He goes on to urge brand
owners to lay down a reputation early and consistently to
“show that the brand has higher priorities than just making
money.”
Above all, remember as any student of management will tell
you, failure to plan is planning to fail.

Overview

4.

Increased confidence in and of employees to provide
information of the critical nature required at short notice to
complete your PR program.

5.

Effective signal of care from management to the PR
process, not just lip service that PR is something we do
because it is the done thing or that it is doomed to failure
irrespective of what you do !!

6.

Positive effect on the working environment. Particularly an
extension of the working environment to include the
immediate , the next door and society in general…because
that is where the PR territory is !

This chapter deals extensively with the post crisis analysis and
how to manage this stage of crisis in an organized manner.
At the end of this the student should be able to understand all
the parameters of post crisis as a PR person should, and
develop a system to deal with unknown crises in the future,
which would help him to lessen the negative impact.

Post Crisis Analysis And Management
At the end of a traumatic organizational crisis - internal and
external – the one person who becomes responsible for reestablishing communication order within and outside is the
Relationship Manager ( aka PRO ). Although many a time, he
may well believe that it for the CEO and/or the Management
Team to put things back in place.
Nothing can be far from the Truth.
The effective PR person knows at that the end of a crisis he/
she has the best opportunity to bring about a new communication order, that bolsters good practices, introduces better
practices and lets go of practices that failed to deliver and are
likely to fail again.

Many of these responses apply to internal communication
systems and policies, which is also the subject of PR and for a
better name is called internal PR , but that we will take that up
in our study of TOTAL COMMUNICATION.

Managing the Crisis
Managing the crisis will be the most difficult part of all.
It will cover all the areas listed below:.
•

Detecting the crisis

•

Containing the crisis

This requires exceptional decision making ability and keen
insight not only of the crisis just gone by but also how the
organization communicates in general and in a crisis. Because
post-crisis implementation is key to future success it is advisable
that the PR person is part of the Management Team.

•

Recovering from the crisis

As to what should be implemented post crisis , there are no
fixed rules…only a tip that originates in essence from the
opening lines of the famous novel ANNA KARENINA by the
Russian author Lev Tolstoy and applies broadly to organizations thus :

•

Early monitoring
Convince upper management

•

Assess type & character of crisis

“ All successful organizations are successful in ways that are
similar. But organizations in crisis are unique by the peculiarity
of their problem/s”.
Despite that very sobering thought, PR professionals who
succeed in post-crisis management generally aim to achieve the
following :
1.

2.

3.

Better Accessibility within and outside the organization:
perhaps a complete overhaul of your contact list , without
fear of losing those who appear to be friends indeed but
not friends in your need !
MORE EFFECTIVE FOLLOW-UP ( I put that in capitals
, because it is indeed in the quality of follow-up and
follow through that PR either succeeds or falters !)
Reduction in stigmatization…attaching blame or nursing
grudges with those in media who did not support you in
your crisis is entirely avoidable. It could well be a matter of
policy that a particular publication or channel stayed away
from extending a helping hand.

A Detecting the crisis
This involves the following :
•

•

different crises require different strategies

B Containing the crisis
Containing the crisis would imply :
•

Respond quickly

•
•

Acknowledge what you don’t know yet
Set fairly rigid information priorities

•

Express sympathy

•

You can express concern without opening the company to
liability issues

•

Develop a strategy based on type of crisis

Strategic options
What could be strategic options? Now strategic options at this
stage would be many. They could be manifested in the form of
these :
•
•

Full apology and corrective action - misdeeds
Corrective action

•

Ingratiation (remind audiences of the org. past good
deeds)

•

Justification - minimize or no serious problems
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•

Excuse - “no control”, “no bad intentions”

•

Denial - no crisis exists

•

Attack the accuser - confront, threaten, lawsuit

hide something. Most strong brands are given at least one
chance to make a mistake.
4.

Think speed. Be ready to tell all you know and answer all
questions as quickly as possible to maintain control over
information during a crisis. If you don't have the whole
picture, detail what you know. Explain that you are
cooperating with all relevant parties and that you are
disclosing relevant company records. The burden is on you
to do whatever is possible to regain the public's trust as
customers and investors.

5.

Empathize. Show you care. You can't be too robotic or too
stiff.

6.

Do not shirk responsibility. Remember, it may not be your
fault, but it is your responsibility. Back in the 80's when
Tylenol had its crisis with cyanide, it voluntarily took all its
products off the shelf. Now it is number one in its
category.
Remember Machiavelli. "Good news over time, bad news
all at once."

C Recovering from crisis
The process of recovering from crisis could be handled in the
following action plans :
•

Follow-up on information requests

•

Communicate with stakeholders

•

Inform people about corrective actions

•

Talk about financial implications

•

Continue expressing compassion

•

Continue tracking issues, risks, etc.

Managing Post-Crisis
Managing post-crisis is a very crucial stage in the entire process.
Whatever has happened has happened, but now post-crisis
must be managed very tactfully and realistically.
•

•

•

Collect crisis records, stakeholder feedback, & media
coverage

•

Conduct interviews with key personnel

Shaping memories
•

Internal audiences
External audiences

•

What did we learn? So what?

•

•

Assessing effectiveness

•

Examine records

•

Look at phases of crisis

•

Determine changes

Learnings garnered from Crisis
Are there any learnings here? We may have made mistakes which
led to the crisis. And we may also have gone wrong in the
handling of the crisis situation.
But we may want to bring about changes so that we would be
able to handle such a critical situation better. For instance we
may want to put new recovery overview tracts in place or bring
about changes in crisis management plan. We may detect new
training opportunities here for certain people which would
make them better equipped. Or we may want to recruit new
personnel whose deficiency may have had an impact on the
crisis.
Checklist for responding to crisis
Communications, recommend the following checklist for
responding to crisis.
1.

Develop a simple message. No matter how complex the
situation, reduce the message to no more than four points.

2.

Respond to all questions based on your specific message
points. Bring all questions back to these specific message
points.

3.

Be upfront, honest and trustworthy. You must provide
full disclosure and completely own up to the situation in
terminology people understand. Now is not the time to
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7.

Following-up
8.

Explain how the problem will be solved. The public needs
to know what the company is doing to remedy the
situation.

9.

Detail how the company will avoid repeating the problem
again. To avoid losing credibility, plans must be clearly
made to demonstrate the steps taken to ensure that the
problem never happens again and to ensure safeguards are
made and enforced. John Hancock developed an external
ethics review board to monitor company behavior.

10. Protect employees and customers. In order to save your
brand, plans must be made to show what specific actions a
customer or an employee can take if they are impacted in
any way or if they have questions. Employees must be
taken care of first. Their buy-in is critical as they are the
lynchpin to stability and the brand's representatives to your
customers.
Thinking of the steps above, designate someone to be
accountable and responsible for the situation. If you don't, the
media will choose someone to represent you. For example,
Martha Stewart--she should have held a press conference to
explain the circumstances and what she is doing to rectify the
situation. She could have gained flexibility and perhaps even
some forgiveness from the public; after all she is a trusted
brand. Because she didn't comment, she let the situation fester,
build in importance and allowed herself to became fodder for
late-night comedians and media pundits.
Recovering and rebuilding the brand - companies must plan to
emerge from a crisis even while in the midst of trouble.
To illustrate this point, Alfred Geduldig, partner at New Yorkbased Geduldig-Ferguson Public Relations, a marketing and
branding company, related a story of an airplane that crashed in
the Florida everglades. Disaster recovery crews determined that
there was a fire in the cockpit. The plane crashed because
everyone was fighting the fire and no one was flying the plane.
Even in a crisis there must be a division of labor.

Today's CEOs taking over or restoring embattled companies
must:
1. Help employees believe in employment
2. Get employees to believe in the brand
3. Get investors to buy into the company
A few years back, Crayola had a problem with a chemical used in
its crayons. Their modus operandi was to do everything they
could to protect their customers. To respond to the crisis and
convince the public that the crayons were safe, Crayola recalled
the product, pulled the questionable chemical additive out and
reformulated the entire product line. To further ensure consumers, they partnered with an independent third party, the
Consumer Product Safety Commission, to produce a study
reassuring the public of Crayola's product safety. This added
third-party validation to their solution. Today consumers think
of Crayola as safe.
WorldCom's new corporate officers are also showing examples
of rebuilding and restoring. Important customers are being
offered signing bonuses to remain on. Meanwhile, WorldCom
is making an effort to separate the integrity of the organization
from the original officers without trashing them in public. No
doubt, WorldCom wasn't prepared for the magnitude of its
crisis, but its attempt to manage through should lead to
eventual positive results and
perhaps an example for future
organizations in crisis.

“Any circumstance or set of circumstances becomes a crisis only
because you don’t know what to do and never made plans to
deal with a set of issues. If you are in business today, you are
likely to be in a potential crisis at some point during the life of
your company. Management must make plans and allocate
resources to deal with the inevitable,” warned Dr. Charles
Kenny, president of Kenny & Associates, a Memphis, Tennessee-based brand strategy and consumer psychology company.
Another example you can see in the Starbucks action given
below. Observe how they responded to tragedy and made a
profound statement in the process.

are well on the recovery track, as you can see in the articles
reproduced here.
Coca Cola and Pepsi too faced a real battering recently, about the
pesticide content in their soft drinks. But they Coke has set up
an independent advisory panel to create a so-called protective

Adelphia, Arthur Andersen,
Enron, ImClone, Martha
Stewart, Tyco, WorldCom - are
all examples of corporations
operating in “crisis” mode; their
brands are potentially or
completely devastated and their
company stock value is in many
cases worthless. Some have filed
for bankruptcy. And the CEOs
-- the company brand owners -have either completely lost, or
are quickly losing, all credibility
and trust from their customers,
employees, investors, financial
analysts, the media and
probably their mothers.
A critical common element in
these cases is that the crisis and
the resulting damage did not
come from a faulty product. All
of the faults, the problems, the
improprieties, the theft, all
came from within the corporation, and in many or most
cases, from inside the executive
suite or from the CEO directly.

pic
:
starbucks
case
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Companies must figure a way to fly the plane and put out the
fire at the same time. What this means is that companies must
restore confidence in the brand.
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Pepsi, similarly has constituted a joint parliamentary committee
. pic : coke/pepsi article on next pagering around the corporate.
This board is formed to guide the company on future strategies
on issues such as corporate citizenship, social responsibility and
corporate governance.
Note:
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LESSON 21
CRISIS ON THE WEB

Syndicated Portfolio 7
Students, what about relationships?
Okay, I believe the relationships among your friends are too
strong?
Is it?
The bondage is really hard to break.
But that’s within the people whom you know very well.
What happens if you develop a strain in your working premises.
How do you fight it out? Well you can.
Just go to the web, surf it, and fetch a crisis that has happened.
You could work in groups.
Work on it - just jot down the points according your conception, then lightly elaborate them and present your very own
crisis management plan.
Start off!!!!!
Till you finish - adieu!
Note:
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LESSON 22
PUBLICS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS

Overview

•

This chapter is designed to make the students understand what
is meant by ‘publics’ and they will gradually come to know who
are the different types of publics that exist in any given PR
situation.

Consumers

Who are the Publics
We know that a feature of of modern society which makes the
task of creating understanding between an Organization and
the public a matter that requires professional expertise is the
segmentation that has taken place in our society. The public
today is no longer a homogenous whole. It comprises, as we
have seen above, numerous groups, each with its own interests
and sometimes with conflicting interests. PR involves evaluation of the attitudes of each one of these segments of the
public that are relevant to an Organization and requires that a
regular flow of communication be directed towards them so
that they are kept informed of the organization’s policies. It is
only by this means that a favorable attitude on their part can be
ensured or in other words it is only by this means that their
goodwill can be won.

The Publics
In Advertising we speak of `target’ audiences, in Public
Relations we talk of `publics’. This highlights another of the
numerous differences between Advertising and Public Relations. PR is concerned with total communications of all
sections of an organization with all the people with whom it
has or should have communications. This actually shows the
breadth of PR activity as compared with Advertising. In PR you
concentrate on groups of people - large, small. These groups
are typically known as publics.

Basic Publics
•

The community – those who live adjacent to the site of
premises

•

Potential employees – who may live locally or far, work for
other organizations, or be attending school, college

•

Employees – broken down into the various categories in
the organization. Officials, clerical staff, retired employees,
new employees, employees, outstanding employees,
families of employees. (Potential Employees – who may
live locally or elsewhere, work for other organizations or be
attending school, college or university.)
Suppliers of services and materials

•
•
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The money market – shareholders, banks, insurance
companies, brokers, investment analysts, venture
capitalists, foreign investors etc
>> in shareholders: new shareholders, large shareholders,
institutional investors, vocal shareholders, employee
shareholders, shareholders who have held the stock for
more than 5 years.

Consumers and users – past, present and future

large buyers (users of services), satisfied customers, dissatisfied
customers, new customers, old customers, customers in diffr
parts of country, former customers, potential customers.
•
•

Opinion leaders – all those whose opinion may help or
harm an organization.
Community leaders

•

Government, social organizations and other bodies etc

•

Suppliers of services and materials.

•

Students

•

Educators

•

Minorities

•
•

Members of industry in which organization operates
Distributors – wholesalers, agents, retailers

•

Media – journalists, broadcasters

PR nearly always…has to operate on 2 levels :
internally and externally
Whether we deal with an easily identified public or a core-issue
interest group – each one is important. Slick press releases,
glossy pix or crisp speeches can be a waste if the information on
the target audience (its attitudes) is not studied or any followup research, to measure feedback, is not tracked. Certain publics
apply to certain kinds of organizations. Those for a commercial
company will differ from those for a charity or local authority.
Typical set of publics differ as market differs.
The PR department serves as a spokesperson for an organization, and must be its “eyes and ears”. It must track how the
publics view major issues and determine how these attitudes
affect the organization (and if these attitudes can be changed).
Typical publics of departmental store :
•
•

Staff
Potential staff

•

Customers

•

Regular, casual customers

•

Customers in far areas

•

Community adjacent to store

•

Suppliers of services

•
•

Suppliers of branded goods
Local authority

•

Motorists, motoring organizations for car-park facility

•

Builders

•

Special interest groups eg travel clubs, youth clubs etc

Publics for Local Government PR :

Publics for PR of a Toy Manufacturer :
•

Staff

•

Trade unions, professional bodies, trade associations

•
•

Distributors : wholesalers, retailers, mail-order traders,
credit traders, coupon/stamp gift distributors, exporters
Parents

•

Teachers

•

Children

•

Suppliers of raw materials, services

•

Potential staff eg. Unskilled women operators

•

Members of community adjacent to factory

•

Local authority officials and staff

•
•

Local MPs
Shareholders and investors

•

Opinion leaders who may either object to or praise certain
toys

•

Government officials eg. Dept of Trade, competitive
exports

•
•

Staff
Trade unions and professional bodies

•

Wage tribunals

•

Local government association

•

Government departments

•

Local MPs

•

Other local authorities

•
•

Local associations
Local industry and trade

•

The electorate and taxpayers

•

The investment market

•

Suppliers of goods and materials

•

Potential residents

Typical Publics for Voluntary Organization :

•

Potential industry and commerce

•

Members

•

Visitors

•
•

Subscribers, benefactors
Users of services provided

•

Potential supporters – either workers or donors

•

Opponents and critics

•

MPs, councillors

•

Government departments

•

Local authorities

•
•

Other associated organizations
Opinion leaders

•

(The visitor category could include shoppers, commuting
workers, tourists, cultural patrons, sports fans etc)
Typical Publics for PR of a Car Manufacturer :
•

Trade unions, professional bodies, trade associations

•

Distributors, agents and overseas distributors

•

Motoring associations

•

Road safety associations

•
•

Motor sports enthusiasts
Buyers and those who influence car buying – drivers, fleet
owners, wives, driving schools, traveling salesmen

•
•

Typical Publics for PR of Department Store :
•

Staff

Suppliers of components and accessories

•

Potential staff

Suppliers of raw materials eg. steel, body finishes

•

Credit customers

•

Suppliers of fuel to operate parts

•

Potential staff (from apprentice to grads)

•
•

Regular and casual customers
Customers in outlying areas

•

Members of community adjacent to factory

•

•

Motor insurance companies

Community adjacent to store – involvement in eg. Award
of trophies, participation in carnivals

•
•

Government departments
The Police

•

Suppliers of services

•

Suppliers of own-name goods

•

Motoring correspondents

•

Suppliers of branded goods

•

Dissatisfied owners

•

Local authority

•

Secondhand market

•

•

Opinion leaders re design, road safety etc

Motorists and motoring organizations for organizing carparking facilities

•

Holiday and travel trade

•

Builders for furnishing show houses

•

Rail, sea and air ferry operators

Special interest groups eg. Travel clubs, youth clubs, sports clubs
PR nearly always, you will remember, has to operate on two
levels – externally and internally.
The internal operation may be as elaborate as the external.
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Unless publics are defined……Media cannot be selected and PR
material cannot be prepared to satisfy interests and needs. In
defining publics it is possible to recognize the size of communication problem. No practical PR program can be planned until
‘publics’ are identified and priorities declared.
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A departmental store, because of its variety of goods and
services, can make very effective use of PR if the trouble is taken
to analyze the volume of buyers into separate publics. They can
be addressed in different ways to suit their profile.
Some can be addressed by a simple newsletter mailed to
members of clubs and societies – may be with discounts.
Typical Publics for PR of Technical Component
Manufacturer :
•

Staff

•

Potential staff – apprentices, engineers

•

Specifiers eg. Design engineers, architects

•

Contractors

•

Technical teachers at universities, technical colleges

•
•

Trade unions, trade associations
Community in vicinity of factory

•

Technical info centers eg. building centers

•

Technical writers

•

Government research establishments

•

Overseas agents

Here, it’s the PR publics of a company whose products may be
unknown to the man in the street, a company which manufactures building, engineering, electrical or electronic components.
These breakdowns of publics of different organizations are by
no means exhaustive but they indicate the market analysis
which is necessary in the preparatory stages of planning a PR
program.
Unless the publics are defined the media cannot be selected and
PR materials cannot be prepared to satisfy interests and needs.
Nor can the extent of activity be measured in terms of manhours and other costs.
In defining publics it is possible to recognize the size of
communication problem and because of constraints in time,
money and resources some publics may have to be neglected.
No practical PR program can be planned until the publics have
been identified and priorities set.
Note:
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Overview
This chapter will make the student aware of the fact that there is
a larger territory involved in any situation that an organization
should take into account other than its immediate market. This
is made clear through the cases discussed.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate social responsibility is an important issue affecting
the business world today.
It is not merely about ‘doing good’ or even being seen to be
doing good, but it is about recognizing a company’s responsibility to its stakeholders and acting on their best interests.
When Macdonald’s presented its annual corporate
social responsibility (CSR)
report last year, the company clearly outlined its commitment to
social issues like : children’s welfare, environment friendly
policies, conservation, animal welfare.
This apart, there was anew addition: the company’s commitment towards creating new Happy Meal options and help
educate consumers about the role of nutrition and fitness in
maintaining good health.
What is the connection between corporate social
responsibility and corporate strategy?

Traditionally, there’s been a disconnect between a company’s
philanthropic (read social) activity and corporate strategy. Today
no amount of lip service to corporate social responsibility will
be enough if it is not directly linked to overall corporate strategy
– which should work towards the good of society in the long
run.

This aligns social and economic goals, improves a company’s
long-term business prospects and makes its philanthropic
activities far more affective.
This would mean rather than get into completely unrelated
philanthropic activities, companies should attempt to utilize
their competence to bring value to stakeholders.
Kramer, Chairman & Founder of the Centre for Effective
Philanthropy says:
“ Over a period of time, the term ‘corporate social responsibility’ has become increasingly broad, referring to an ever larger set
of business practices, company values, legal requirements and
voluntary contributions. For many companies today, the tangle
of expectations that are grouped under the CSR term are so
complex that it is extremely hard to think clearly about a CSR
strategy.”
Kramer also says that every aspect of a corporation’s CSR
should be linked to corporate strategy by connecting it as lightly
as possible to the company’s unique capabilities and competitive
context.
Infosys
An interesting example of this new age CSR we can see here in
Infosys. Infosys maintains that until recently most companies,
especially large companies appeared to be all-powerful. However
events like financial scandals and the collapse of the stock
markets have undermined such positions. According to
Infosys, CSR is a major part of the overall corporate strategy – it
must have a holistic approach and needs to tie into the corporate objectives and strategy.

Corporate social responsibility is not about just bringing
benefits to all the stakeholders, including customers, employees
and the community at large.

Investing in CSR has moved from being a public relations tool
or a ‘feel-good’ factor to a key parameter to help companies
become open and transparent. CSR no longer stands in
isolation but has become a part of good corporate governance
policies.

Investors today are demanding to know where and how the
company is spending money and the exact impact philanthropic
activities have on communities.

The reality today is that companies are taking the issues of
‘reputational risk’ very seriously; it is no longer seen as an
option.

Therefore, companies are now using their respective core
competencies to deliver value through their social projects.

The Infosys model is based on the principle that good will
earned from the stakeholders leads to the benefit of the
corporation. Which, in turn enables the corporation to further
enhance stakeholder value. The company is using its core
competence in the area of technology to bring larger good to
the community.

A look at a cross section of specialists in the note-so-profit
sector globally and companies in India. One can capture the
new face of corporate social responsibility that’s emerging.
Eg management gurus Michael E Porter and Mark Kramer,
both founders of Foundation Strategic Group (FSG) argue
that there is a more truly strategic way to think about philanthropy than in current mainstream practice. They say that
companies can use their charitable efforts to improve the quality
of business environment in the locations where they operate.

As part of its “Computers @ Classroom” initiative, Infosys
donated 1185 computers to 435 institutions across India.
Infosys is working closely with the government to conceptualise
innovative ideas that has resulted in Government of India
bringing out three different plans – aimed at eradicating poverty
through information technology.
First is the wired-village concept implemented in Gujarat.
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LESSON 23
TERRITORY IS LARGER THAN THE MARKET
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Second is 100% introduction of computer education in all
schools in a district in Karnataka.

about sustainable development of the communities we serve
and enhance value creation.

Third is allocation of resources for e-governance.

Not all companies in India re of the opinion that a company’s
CSR needs to be necessarily linked to its corporate strategy.

And, all this is apart from the company’s other social activities
including fellowship programs and healthcare initiatives
through Infosys Foundation.
This is similar to the model CISCO follows globally to
disseminate knowledge through internet.
In the World Economic Forum at Davos, John Chambers, the
CEO of CISCO, said he is looking for ways to leverage Cisco’s
expertise in technology for the betterment of the community.
The company’s e-NGO initiative is helping non-profit organizations use the internet and other productivity-increasing tools to
improve their ability to serve their constituents. One of the
programs the company is proud of is : the Cisco Networking
Academy. The company believes that education and internet are
two great equilisers in life and the Networking Academics will
succeed in teaching students around the world the skills they
need to join the Information Age and to help their communities.

Aditya Birla Group
The Aditya Birla group has the Aditya Birla Centre for Community Initiatives & Rural Development. They are involved in
issues related to : vocational training, education(has 35 odd
schools), leprosy eradication, widow remarriage and orphanages.
Tata Group
In order to work out a comprehensive plan for its not-so-profit
initiatives, the Tata Group has instituted the Tata Council for
community initiatives. CSR activities at Tata are more structured
and are implemented through a management systems approach
than before. Earlier these activities were conducted only at the
company level without a group level possibility.
Traditionally, Tata companies established societies or trusts to
carry out his work. Now newer companies have community
facilitators and all Tata companies now are engaged in the
process of involving employees volunteering to do community
work development wok, thereby, broadening the base to enable
social work. While Tata Group will continue to provide health
services, education and other tangile benefits. The focus is more
on building self-relaint communities and working towards
sustainable livelihoods.
For this the company intends to involve volunteer from within
the group, who will project leaders. They will be responsible for
measuring human impact on a five-point scale of human
excellence. The purpose is to improve the quality of lives of the
people at all times.
Eg Tata Group may continue to provide for school buildings
and support other expenses but the human indicator would be
to see how the group builds confidence in children and create
measurable choices and future opportunities for their holistic
development.
In the last decade Tata Steel has embarked on a new strategy of
CSR, which aims to take forward the contribution of business
to sustainable development. The paradigm shift was to bring
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They feel by doing so, a company is limiting the greater good it
can bring to society.
Note:
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LESSON 24
PUBLIC STATEMENT

Portfolio 8
Just imagine what would happen to one of your famous
celebrities if he or she is caught in a severe meddle?
I am sure you would feel disturbed and, may be you will spoil a
day or two thinking over it .
You may skip your classes mentally, if not physically.
Anyway I would suggest that instead of killing time unnecessarily,
just get hold of your pen and imagine yourself as the PR
person representing an organization or a celebrity. Now make
out a statement for the client after a crisis has happened.
Format all the sections and judge from your point of view
how you would like to treat your favourite celebrity? Lets get it
going!!!!!!
Note:
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LESSON 25
WRITING ON THE PACK

Overview
This chapter illustrates the relevance of details given on a pack
from the PR point of view.
Let me tell you that Product / Brand PR with the consumer
invariably begins with the purchase of the product / brand.
While advertising campaigns provide the information and create
the hype, that may or may not induce purchase action.
When advertising does not induce purchase action we term such
advertising PR. Advertising performs the critical role of
enhancing goodwill among prospective buyers and non-buyers ,
who ‘consume’ the advertising but have no immediate
inclination to consume the brand / product on offer .
The instant ,however, purchase takes place a subtle form of PR
takes over and organizations with long branding experience
leave no stone unturned to maximise the PR opportunity
available on their Product/Brand Packaging.
Going beyond brand name on the pack is a host of information that reaches out to the consumer who makes a
commitment by putting money for the product on the counter.
Over the long-term it is the relationship built around the
additional information that takes over from the initial advertising propaganda .
Here are two examples of the long-term relationship building
elements that make the pack a potent PR weapon in the armory
of the communicating organization :
1. AQUAFINA
2. WILLS
Can you spot the PR elements in these examples and can you
give us some more such examples .
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Unit : 3

Note:
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LESSON 26
PACK PR
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LESSON 27
LAUNCH PR

Portfolio Creation 9
Well, students, where do you shop for occasions?
Roadside or do you push into a renowned shop and hunt for
something branded - or say some quality product.
I am sure you shall love the quality thing .
So whenever you get in touch with a good pack rather let us call
it a known brand, just examine it carefully.
Then prepare a PR plan as a PR person and make sure that
before you launch a product all your job is done .
So right now, just present yourself in the class as PR manager
and frameout the launch program of any product of your
choice.
Work it out friends!!!!!!!!
Note:
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LESSON 28
ART OF RELEASING NEWS

Overview
This chapter explains what is a news release and the relevance
of captions. It also explains what is soft or hard news.

Press Releases and Captions
The media or press release is one of the basic communication
tools of any media relations program. It is necessary every time
you have any information to give to the media. Changes in
company policy, new products and services, financial results,
staff appointments, sponsorship news, new office inauguration
– in fact almost any ‘happening’ or change within your company
will probably merit a release to at least a few papers for change is
news.
Press releases will be required for any kind of event to which
media are invited, whether it is a top-level news conference, an
exhibition press briefing or a sponsored sporting event. Where
appropriate, photographs illustrating the content of the release
or the CEO or MD of the company, will be needed; unless it is
purely a photo-story these must be captioned separately to the
release.

Hard News and Soft News
‘Hard’ news is primarily human stories. It deals with the
shocking, unexpected and unusual. It is usually explained by
contrasting two headlines: ‘Dog bites man’ is not news but
‘Man bites dog’ is news.
From PR point of view hard news is often unwelcome.
Disasters, fires, factory closures, customer accidents and the like
are all hard news and will automatically the headlines. It makes
sense then to have a carefully thought-out disaster contingency
plan.
Beneficial hard news would include the launch of a new
product, such as a new drug which could significantly change
the lives of a large number of people; the opening of new
office to offer substantial job creation or a major change in the
financial position of the company.
‘Soft’ news on the other hand, would be activities of most
companies which become feature news. The launch of a new
product, however important to your business, is not usually
hard news, though you may get good coverage in the media,
not the appointment of a new MD or Chairman.
‘Feature’ news is often generated by the PR department or
consultancy itself. It may take the form of a substantial market
survey or the start of a new sponsored competition etc.
Note:
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LESSON 29
NEWS RELEASE NOT PRESS RELEASE

Overview
This chapter trains you to write a news release, the importance
of a mailing list. It also explains what is an advertorial.

How to write a good news release
In an ideal world each news outlet would receive a release
tailored to its particular needs and, indeed this is sometimes
possible. But more often the numbers are such that one release
is duplicated and sent out by post, fax or email to media
selected.
Most of the written material sent to the media often lands up
in the dustbin – some of it unread! Sometimes press releases
are written to please the management of the company rather
than to fulfill the requirements of the media.
Most editors have become disillusioned with the material which
comes to them from PR sources! Then what are the ways to
write a good press release?

The Content
Whatever the subject of the press release there are a number of
simple questions to which the editor or journalist needs to have
the answers. They are :
Who?
What?
Why?
Where?
When?
If at all possible, answer these questions in the first sentence of
the release or at least in the first paragraph. Each answer can be
elaborated in the following paragraphs in order of importance.
This method of constructing a release enables the editor to
assess the importance of the story at a glance. It also means it
can be subbed to fit the available space without any rewriting. It
is unlikely the editors will bother to rewrite the relatively small
stories which are the bread-and-butter of most media relations
programs.

providing opportunities for creating some 1,50,000 job
opportunities to the state.
Hyderabad, being the capital of Andhra Pradesh, needed to be
refurbished as high-tech city. In fact the state needed to be
upgrade its image, along the same lines as Karnataka and its
Bangalore city, which is known as the Silicon Valley of India.
The Chief Minister has been trying to ride the IT wave and
encourage new industry in the state.
The IT Zone covers 600 acres, which for the nest twelve years,
will offer
unprecedented benefits for the industrialists and inventors.
These benefits include tax exemptions and minimum red tape
procedures.
The IT Zone was announced by the state government in March
of this year. There will eventually be ten zones in all, each of
them designated in an area of particularly high employment.
The government wants to stimulate new industry in these areas
both by encouraging growth and development of new
companies and by expansion of existing companies.
In addition to the benefits conferred by the IT Zone status,
Hyderabad has a good deal to offer the industrialist. Geographically it is at the center of many markets and its development
means that there are excellent housing and recreation facilities. It
can offer a workforce which through experience is willing,
adaptable and ready to retrain.
An analysis of this release shows that the first paragraph
answers the relevant questions as follows :
Who? The Minister for Industries
What ? Cuts the red tape
Where? To launch the IT Zone
Where? Hyderabad city
When? Today, 15 December 2003

Minister Of Industries Launches First It Zone In

The second paragraph reports the Minister’s comments. The
third and fourth paragraphs expand on the IT Zone. The fifth
paragraph Briefly expands the IT Zone scheme. The sixth
paragraph returns to the subject of the IT Zone and gives more
information. Obviously all these sections can be expanded more
but this short press release gives the facts.

Andhra Pradesh

Headlines

Here is a small release, which refers to the launch of a government –sponsored industrial development scheme :

Hyderabad determined to attract new industry and cut
Unemployment

The honorable Minister of Industries, today the 15th of
December, 2003, cut the ribbon to mark the launch of the first
IT Zone in Andhra Pradesh, namely the city of Hyderabad.
The Minister welcomed the move made by the Andhra Pradesh
Industrial Development Centre in attracting IT companies and
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The headline of your press release must attract attention, which
probably means that it should be short. But if possible it
should be a summary of the information you are trying to
convey in the release. If it is not possible in a single short
headline, you could add a sub-head. Remember the editor is
not going to quite as tempted as the reader might be.
Sometimes the most unusual or interesting fact in the story
may be pressed into service in the headline. For instance
‘Chocolate-coated Bees Gain in UK popularity’ could attract

The caption reflects who, what, why, where and when questions
important for good press releases.

Media Requirements
Of course, different media will have different requirements but
on the whole a basic release such as above, may be suitable for
most of them. However please bear some things in mind when
writing the material:

1 Is the caption short and to the point?
2 Does it identify everyone or everything in the picture?

TV and Radio : Here the material will be used in spoken rather
than written format and you may want to rephrase the information accordingly.
News Desks: Whether working on TV, Radio or newspapers,
news editors deal in immediacy. Material should be short and to
the point. It should also be topical. Advance information is
particularly useful.
National media, editors and magazines : Lead times for writers
on national dailies, are longer in this area and there is more
room for lengthier explanations provided they are relevant to
the recipient’s speciality.
Local media: Regional dailies, weeklies and magazines and local
TV and radio stations are particularly interested in their own
area, so make sure there is a local angle in your story.
Style
This is always a difficult area, as each writer tends to have his or
her own style, which on the whole just gives variety. However a
clear and concise style is easy to read; flowery style is not.

Checklist for writing captions

3 Double-check all spellings.
The mechanics of the release
The quality of paper, its layout and sign-off information can
almost as important as the release itself.
Remember, the good impression created by the writing of a
first class release will fall flat if there is no contact information,
no space for remarks or subbing and no indication that the
release has ended and there are no continuation sheets.
The paper
The quality of paper should be good; robust enough to stand
wear and tear of the postal system and the editor’s desk. The
masthead should have the logo, name of company and address
details, so that it is clear who is sending it.
Captions can be typed on plain paper or labels and stuck to the
back of photographs.
Contact Information
It is extremely important to give full details of eth people who
can be contacted for further information, in addition to the
company or organization’s printed on the press release.
The details are typed such as this:

Avoid long words when simple ones will do. Remember that all
the publication’s readers will not have the command over
language that you may have.

For further information contact:

The subject matter and the medium which the release is aimed
at are perhaps the two most important areas to think about.
The Financial Times technical page editor will not appreciate a
chatty approach and whereas a youth magazine may look for a
little modern slag or ‘hinglish’ which their readers may identify.
A little humour or a chatty approach often helps to enliven a
rather dull subject but often these approaches are associated
with the fact that there is no content in the story, so, don’t
overdo it!

GM : Corporate Communications

How to write a good caption
Very often releases are accompanied by photographs and these
can be very important. They are particularly important for
magazines as they rely heavily on photographs.

Sanjiv Sahgal,

Accenture Software
Sudharshan Munjal Marg
Kalkaji
New Delhi 110 049
Phone : 011-26874322, 011-26873434-9
Fax: 011-6873410
Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:sanjiv.sahgal@accenture"
sanjiv.sahgal@accenture software.com
Preeti Modi

PR Manager,

If photographs are to be sent, they must be captioned. A good
picture tells a story, says the old newspaper adage, but it will
need the names of people and products filled in it.

Impact PR

Like releases the caption should be kept short and to the point.
Forthe photograph taken to accompany the IT Zone inauguration by the Minister cutting the red tape with the CM and
others looking on, the caption should read :

New Delhi 110 039

Caption –
The honourable Minister for Industries toady cut the tape at
Hyderabad to lauch the first IT Zone. He is watched by the
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh Dr Chandrababu Naidu, Dr
Parthashastry, Mayor of Hyderabad and others.

Email: HYPERLINK "mailto:preetimodi@impactpr.com"
preetimodi@impactpr.com

J 48 South Extension
Part 2
Phone: 011-26324156, 011-26324261-9
Fax: 011-26324157

Here details are given of both the organization and the PR
consultancy. Sometimes PR companies only give their own
executive’s names but there are times when a journalist wants to
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attention for a general survey on sweet-eating habits in the UK
or ‘Stamp Machine Breaks the Million Barrier’ could stimulate
interest in a release on a new piece of machinery.
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check up directly from the client so that client’s information can
be very important.
Layout
The release must be set in such a way that it is easy for the
journalist to utilize. A story of marginal interest may make it
because it is quite easy to sub, whereas another similar story is
‘spiked’ because the lines are too close together and the margins
are too narrow.

The Mailing List
Ideally PR professional should check every name on the
complete list and decide if the person would be interested in
the press release. Sometimes you may be using alternate
communications disciplines such as advertising and direct
marketing, so you may need to complement the media list . So
you should maintain multiple lists :
Advertising list: National newspapers, TV, Radio

Checklist for Layout

PR list : local newspapers, TV, Radio, Cable

1

The margins: wide enough for remarks and subbing.

2

Double spacing : leave space for remarks and subbing.

Content of the release : Does the release need to be angled
differently for the different sections of the list?

3

Typed on one side only” allows fro cutting out and
pasting up.

4

Underlining:never underline in a release as this is a
printing instruction to set in italics.

5

Capital letters :use these only for proper names and for a
few dignitaries such as His Excellency the Governor, Prime
Minister, Mayor, or for Managing Director or Chairman.
Do not use stops between letters such as WHO, UNO etc

6

Numbers: should be spelt out such as three, nine at the
beginning of a sentence. However figures can be retained
for dates, addresses and prices.
Carry over :try not to carry part of a sentence over to the
next page and if possible leave paragraphs intact as well.

7
8

9

Page identification: every page should be numbered and
should carry continuation note at the end of each page and
at the top of the next page. This ensures material stays in
the correct order.
Ending: the word END can be typed at the end of the
copy before the contact details but not really necessary if the
contact details are there.

Dates
All material sent to media should be dated, with the precise date
not just June 2003 or May 2002. The date has an obvious value
if the story is a topical one but it also helps the journalist to
check how long the material has taken to reach. If the material is
not topical then the date should be changed if it is delayed.
Captions
Never write captions on the back of photographs. It will show
through or damage the photo. Always use paper, which can be
cut and gummed on to the photograph or labels.
Envelopes
The main consideration with envelopes is that they should be
large enough and strong enough to accommodate the material
contained within them. Always use hard backed envelopes
when sending out photographs and if possible type the word
‘PHOTOGRAPHS:DO NOT BEND’. This helps in keeping
the material intact.
Planning and mailing
Once the decision has been made, good mailing should be
planned under the following :
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Photographs: Are these really necessary and to be sent to all?
In House Distribution
The most usual method is by courier or personally. However
fax or email can be used which are faster. Photographs can also
be scanned and sent through email. Plus new technology means
you can send a press release on an AGM or a musical performance from the venue itself if you are armed with a laptop
with modem.
Timing
This is one of the most important considerations. Media vary
in their frequency of publication : some are dailies, fortnightlies,
weeklies, monthly or bi-monthly etc. Radio and TV can react
more quickly with the news item going on air an hour or so
after it has been received. Magazines have longer lead times.
Follow –up

It is sensible to plan regular follow-up with key media professionals. This will create a rapport which is very important while
organizing press releases to be sent or press conferences.
Other tools could be :
Advertorials
Most publications are on the look-out for ways of increasing
their circulation their publications and some for increasing their
revenue. This means both editorial division and the advertisement division may be interested in ‘advertorials’, associated
booklets, competitions and Special Offers.
These promotional tools can be extremely useful to the
discerning PR professional, particularly for products and services
which have passed their first peak of interest. The first advantage to the participating company is that they are not seen by the
reader as advertising but as part of the editorial content and
therefore having the endorsement of the editorial staff. This is
true even though the approach may vary from a fairly soft sell in
the advertorial to a strong sales pitch in the special offer. The
second advantage is that such promotions enable the name of
your organization or your brands to be included in the copy
which can be very important for publications which would not
normally use such names.
The choice of different types of bought space will depend on
the product or service in question and partly on the budget. It
will also depend on which type of promotion the editor is
prepared tolerate in his or her pages, for the choice of medium
is as important here as in many other parts of the media
program. The best advertorial in the world is of no use if it is
targeted at the wrong audience.
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Advertorials are paid-for editorial material and though they
must be labeled as advertisements, they are designed to look
like the editorial pages of the publication as much as possible.
The difference is, of course, that the copy has been supplied by
the PR professional and the photography and space must have
been paid for by the organization or client.
Advertorials may take the form of a single or double-spread in
the magazine or they may be more elaborate booklets which are
bound into the copy of magazine. They are particularly
important to the PR professional who have to promote
everyday products such as soup, shampoo etc. You will
remember the Filmfare which always has some pack or sachet
attached to it.
The Contents
In theory the advertorial could be put together on almost any
subject appropriate to the magazine and to the sponsor. In
practice it is mainly used in the fields of food, cooking and
beauty. But there is no reason why an enterprising PR professional might not put together any package which could be of
interest to the general consumer. A gardening magazine may be
interested in advertorials on certain types of plants or fertilizers;
holiday packages may be of interest to motoring or travel
magazines; home décor and color scheme advertorials may be
of interest to homemakers and may be offered by paint and
wallpaper companies. Indeed the opportunities are many and
varied.
Other Tools of Public Relations are :
(1) Research
(2) News & Feature Articles
(3) Letter writing
(4) Photography
(5) Investor relations
(6) Annual reports
(7) Philanthropy
(8) Internal Communication
(11) Speeches
(12) Films, tapes slides closed circuit TV.
Note:
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LESSON 30
CRAFTING THE NEWS RELEASE

Portfolio 10
Students we are certainly now heading towards the end of the
course pack. It’s the end of the course pack not the finishing
line of developing yourself as a PR.
In this portfolio the news outlet would receive a release tailored
to its particular needs.
Press releases are often written to please the management of the
company rather than to please the media.
So, you know a great deal of job has to be done.
Nothing very difficult or out of this world.
Just imagine yourself releasing a news release - start off with
the five Ws - who, what, why, when, and where - and then
follow the schedule.
I hope you all could get me.
So start!!!!!!!!!!!
Note:
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Overview
This chapter deals with the factors involved in corporate
communication and explains the concept of corporate image,
identity, goals and culture.
Corporate Communications is an instrument of management
by means of which all consciously used forms of internal and
external communication are harmonized as effectively and
efficiently as possible, so as to create a favorable basis for
relationships with groups upon which the company is dependent. – Van Riel 1995
Van Riel’s definition of corporate communication is founded
upon notions of strategic management and relationship
building. The following case study demonstrates the importance of a strategic approach to corporate communication and
illustrates what can happen if symmetrical or reciprocal relationships with key stakeholders are not effectively managed..
Can Corporate Communicators Find Common
Ground?
Corporate Communication… It’s the term used to describe a
variety of management functions related to an organization's
internal and external communications.
In practice, Corporate Communication is a strategic tool ready
to be leveraged to gain competitive advantage. Corporations use
it to lead, motivate, persuade, and inform employees - and the
public as well.
At its best, effective Corporate Communication promotes:
•
•

A Strong Corporate Culture
A Coherent Corporate Identity

•

A Genuine Sense of Corporate Citizenship

•

A Professional Relationship With The Media

•

Quick, Responsible Ways of Communicating In A Crisis
…to name but a few.

At its worst – such as with the recent public image debacle faced
by Enron - it can be the flashpoint for scandal and ill will from
which companies may never recover.
In short, Corporate Communication is how an organization
communicates with its employees, its extended audiences, the
press, and its customers in a way that brings its values to life.
That’s what we know about corporate communication.
What isn’t exactly clear - or at least consistent - is what
Corporate Communication is comprised of, what its chief
responsibilities are, and what budgets it controls.
Depending on the organization, corporate communications
can include such traditional disciplines as public relations,
investor relations, employee relations, community relations,
media relations, labor relations, government relations, technical

communications, training and employee development,
marketing communications, management communications.
Many global organizations now also include philanthropic
activity, crisis and emergency communications, and advertising
as part of corporate communications functions. And when you
add the Internet as a delivery media to this mix – things really
start to get complicated and confusing.…to name but a few.
At its worst – such as with the recent public image debacle faced
by Enron - it can be the flashpoint for scandal and ill will from
which companies may never recover.
In short, Corporate Communication is how an organization
communicates with its employees, its extended audiences, the
press, and its customers in a way that brings its values to life.
That’s what we know about corporate communication.
What isn’t exactly clear - or at least consistent - is what Corporate Communication is comprised of, what its chief
responsibilities are, and what budgets it controls.
Depending on the organization, corporate communications can
include such traditional disciplines as public relations, investor
relations, employee relations, community relations, media
relations, labor relations, government relations, technical
communications, training and employee development,
marketing communications, management communications.
Many global organizations now also include philanthropic
activity, crisis and emergency communications, and advertising
as part of corporate communications functions. And when you
add the Internet as a delivery media to this mix – things really
start to get complicated and confusing.
At its worst – such as with the recent public image debacle faced
by Enron - it can be the flashpoint for scandal and ill will from
which companies may never recover.
In short, Corporate Communication is how an organization
communicates with its employees, its extended audiences, the
press, and its customers in a way that brings its values to life.
That’s what we know about corporate communication.
What isn’t exactly clear - or at least consistent - is what
Corporate Communication is comprised of, what its chief
responsibilities are, and what budgets it controls.
Depending on the organization, corporate communications can
include such traditional disciplines as public relations, investor
relations, employee relations, community relations, media
relations, labor relations, government relations, technical
communications, training and employee development,
marketing communications, management communications.
Many global organizations now also include philanthropic
activity, crisis and emergency communications, and advertising
as part of corporate communications functions. And when you
add the Internet as a delivery media to this mix – things really
start to get complicated and confusing.
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LESSON 31
THE COMMUNICATING ORGANIZATION
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So what is the current state of Corporate Communication?
What are its best practices? And are things changing?
These are just a few of the burning questions that The Corporate Communication Institute at Fairleigh Dickinson University
in Madison, New Jersey has been investigating over the past
three years.
Since the year 2000, The Corporate Communication Institute known as CCI - has been tracking this information by conducting an annual survey to help benchmark the practice of
Corporate Communication.
In the process, it has surveyed Corporate Communication
executives from Fortune 1000 companies across a wide variety
of industries.
Many of the 18 survey questions were specifically focused on
revealing the functions of their work and the budget responsibilities for those functions.
Other questions asked about the executives themselves – age,
educational background, gender, salary. CCI also conducted
phone and email interviews with selected respondents.
In parallel with this research, CCI was also commissioned by
the Council of Public Relations Firms to conduct a study of the
relationship between spending on Corporate Communication
functions and its reputation as reported by Fortune in its
annual ranking of the “Most Admired.”
Together, these studies have held a mirror up to the profession
that has revealed new and confirming insights into the changing
roles of active corporate communicators, as well as future
implications for them and how they perform their work. If you
are a corporate communicator, here’s what their findings mean
to you:
Relationships With Your Community Matter A Great
Deal
The Council of Public Relations Firms Study indicated a
positive, statistical relationship between what a corporation
spends on its “foundation activities” and its reputation ranking.
Citizenship activities are fundamental to the positive perception
of the corporation. This implies that corporate behavior builds
"equity" in the minds of your constituents - internal and
external.
Culture Is Vital To Organizational Health
Intangibles such as the culture of the organization form an
inviting environment that can attract and retain quality people;
or create one that encourages people to be less productive or to
leave. A positive culture has become a standard for global
corporations, such as: American Express, Boeing, GE, H-P,
IBM, SONY, Johnson & Johnson. Though corporate communication executives say the budget for this function is decreasing
slightly, the profession has the broad set of skills and wisdom
to be responsible for this function.
Communication Is Strategic - Now More Than Ever
Data and interviews show that corporate communication
executives are overwhelmingly responsible for communication
policy and strategy. Many company executives consider communication as purely tactical in both its nature and its execution. In
an information driven age, communication is an integral part of
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the corporate strategy. Strategic issues include an orientation of
communication to an organization’s priorities, as well as toward
the external environment. This implied roles for corporate
communication executives including: brand and brand reputation steward; corporate citizenship champion; counsel to the
CEO and the corporation; manager of internal communication.
Corporate Identity and Image
Managing corporate identity is about identifying the right image
for an organization and communicating it effectively. It is a vital
aspect of motivating a wide range of stakeholders, including
voters, employees, shareholders and consumers.
Nike is tough, aggressive and trendy. The Body Shop is socially
responsible, it cares about animals and the environment.
Organizations have personalities and the term ‘corporate
identity’ refers to the combination of ways in which this
personality is expressed. As such identity includes design aspects
such as logos, color, font and house style but also embraces less
tangible elements such as behavior, culture, values, mission,
communication style and associations with personalities,
charities, political parties or other organizations via donations or
sponsorships.
The terms corporate identity and corporate image are sometimes confused with each other.
Corporate identity is what the organization communicates
(either intentionally or unintentionally)via various cues, whereas
its image is how its publics actually view it. An image is a
perception and exists only in the mind of the receiver. To
formulate an image, publics interpret an identity in a wider
context with broader frames of reference.
For Nike’s corporate identity is a carefully managed amalgam of
associations with fashionable sports personalities, major
sporting events such as Olympics as well as local and charitable
events, clear design and mission. Many people exposed to these
aspects of its identity may well formulate an image of Nike as a
high quality and fashionable arbiter of good design. Others,
aware of some negative media coverage of Nike’s manufacturing policy in third world countries (interpreting the identity in a
broader context) may form an image of Nike as exploitative and
thus boycott its products.
Clearly then organizations cannot construct a corporate image
because they cannot control the context in which their communication is received, interpreted or understood. Nevertheless, a
clear, well-managed corporate identity may send out all the
wrong messages. An organization may commonly assume that
it only communicates only what it wants to, but unfortunately
for many companies, a failure to control communications
results in a confused image.
But managing an identity well means embracing all aspects of
what van Riel (1995) calls corporate identity mix – symbolism,
communication and behavior.
So can corporate identity be managed?
Key concepts of corporate identity
Corporate identity management commonly involves :

An audit of all elements of corporate identity to determine if
they are congruent with the desired image
Formulating a plan to adjust the corporate identity if necessary
Corporate strategy
One of the key issues of corporate identity management is its
role in achieving overall organizational strategic objectives. The
aim of a corporate identity plan is to determine and communicate a corporate identity to meet these future objectives.
Symbolism
Using cultural codes and associated meanings, designers use
particular colours, shapes and fonts to provoke emotional
responses or to connote particular meanings.
For example a serif type such as Times New Roman used in
broadsheets has connotations of tradition, longevity and
quality. A sans serif type used by tabloids is often deemed to
invoke modernity.
Corporate Culture
An organization’s behavior reflects, or is reflected in, its culture.
Changing organizational cultures to improve performance in
our global economy is the subject of an entire industry of
‘culture change’ gurus.
Corporate Personality
Many approaches to corporate identity management are
informed by the concept of corporate personality :
Corporate personality is made up of the organization’s history,
culture, values and beliefs, which drive its philosophy, mission
and strategies as realized through its staff, structures, systems,
its products and services. The notion of corporate personality
can be linked to an actual human personality. The carefully
cultivated corporate identity becomes the substitute for the
personality of the entrepreneur, just as the carefully planned
marketing policy is the substitute for his intuitive feeling what
the market wants.
Researching Corporate Personality
To gain a real insight into a personality, it is also important to
talk to arrange of friends, family and acquaintances to assess
their views and experiences. In the same way, while attempting
to determine an accurate picture of the corporate personality, a
range of stakeholders’ views must be sought.

This type of research gives a valuable insight into internal
publics’ views on an organization’s mission and strategy. Once
internal perceptions are mapped, further research must be
conducted with external groups to determine their perceptions
of actual and desired image.
When it is agreed on what image the organization wishes to
have, it can be compared to perceptions of its current or ‘actual’
image. Narrowing the gap between the actual and desired image
is the objective of a corporate identity program. Each aspect of
corporate identity must be audited to determine if it helps or
hinders the formation of the desired iamge.

Corporate Identity Planning
The process of researching the actual and desired image and
identifying aspects of corporate identity - can be used to
formulate a corporate identity plan. It should enable the
following questions to be answered:
1
2

What is our current image?
In order to meet strategic objectives, what do we need our
image to be?

3

What is the difference between 1 and 2?

4

What changes must be made to our corporate personality
to narrow any gap between 1 and 2?

The objectives of a corporate identity policy program could be:
To maintain an organization’s current position (research shows
that 1 and 2 are the same)
To adjust its current position (1 and 2 are slightly dissonant)
To determine an entirely new position (1 and 2 are vastly
dissonant)
A variety of tactics centred around adjusting communication,
behavior and symbolism can then be employed.

Corporate Reputation
Companies should build their corporate reputation by developing practices that integrate economic and social considerations
into their competitive strategies. They not only do things right
– they do the right things. In doing so they act like good
citizens. They initiate practices that reflect their core values; that
consider the joint welfare of investors, customers and employees; that evoke concern for the development of local
communities; and that ensure the quality and environmental
soundness of their technologies, products and services.

Researching Actual and Desired Corporate Image
Using a variety of methods of data collection, including semistructured interviews, observations and an examination of
organizational documentation the Balmer Affinity Audit
involves four stages:

Corporate reputations have bottom line effects. A good
reputation enhances profitability because it attracts customers to
the company’s products, investors to its securities and employees to its jobs. In turn, esteem inflates the price at which a
public company’s securities trade. The economic value of a
corporate reputation can therefore be gauged by the excess
market value of its securities.

1

Establish the corporate mission and strategy

Corporate Culture and Goals

2

Reveal the dominant systems of values and beliefs within
the organization

3

Evaluate such systems of values and beliefs against the
corporate mission and strategy
Nurture those values and beliefs that support the corporate
mission and strategy

Good Communication exists in an organization when there is
transparency of actions – which is clear to employees. Should
have the desire and willingness to communicate. Appropriate
climate should be set by the top management. Today : underutilized scope of internal communication.

4
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Conducting research to determine senior management and
arrange of stakeholders’ views on an organization’s actual and
desired image
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The benefits of Internal Communication could be categorized
as :
It cuts down `walls’. It helps to keep in touch. It brings in a
sense of worth for the employees. Employees become more
effective. There is no room for rumours. It produces more
confident, positive employees. It helps employees graduate
from typical 9-5 person to more committed types. It makes
employees more productive in the long run. And, ultimatety
this would lead to - impacting the bottomline of the organization.

Culture Change
By keeping employees constantly updated on organizational
performance, market realities and corporate goals to create
culture of `enthusiastic participation’ leading to competitive
advantage. With improved interpersonal skills & interpersonal
relationships within the organization’ it would lead to unbeaten
performance in the industry. Brings in understanding of the
larger corporate game plan. With greater involvement of
employees it would mean higher motivation levels.
`Best’ communication backed by training inputs in communication skills. It is through the internal communication that the
corporate goals and culture of the organization can be disseminated from top management to all employees.
To transform external Corporate Image start with internal
corporate image. Monitor carefully by Internal Communication
Objectives of Internal Communication would be :

To develop employee pride and commitment; to generate team
spirit; to involve employees to achieve goals; to focus on
benefits of working together and satisfy employees.
There is the need to dovetail with Corporate Goals of the
organization, such as :
•

Higher productivity

•

Reduction of waste

•

Increase market share

•

Build satisfied customers

In highly competitive environment need for corporate that it
should tightly knit & cohesive. Hi-performance depends on
open and free communication at all levels and across all cultures.
Apart from teamwork… it also brings in the concept of
phenomenal Reach. Organizational message is communicated
to different publics.
Besides, each employee becomes `spokesperson’ or `ambassador’ for the corporate.
Institutionalizing New Modes of Internal Communication
(IC)
Strategies
New Modes

The new improved world of internal communication (IC)
which is : timely, transparent & Interactive.
Companies are devising innovative methods to reach out to
employees. It’s not what they are doing, but how they are doing
it that’s both new and exciting.
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As with all aspects of business…Intranet is playing an integral
part in bringing about this change. More important than
technology is the fact that companies are beginning to look at
IC very differently.
Change can be seen in numerous areas. Cultures are changing.
With it comes need to share knowledge laterally. Communicating with employees in no longer a matter of hierarchy.

Meshing of IC and Technology
This represents a happy coincidence: meshing technology and
mindset change towards IC. But cos are also picking up older
methods of IC and giving them a makeover
eg
Maruti’s Take the Suggestion Scheme.
•

•
•

This was always a part of its employees’ involvement
schemes, especially since the company follows the
Japanese kaizen management principles.
Driving home the message that the co is serious about
employee contributions and ideas.
The scheme yielded big benefits in terms of savings.

The other important change in IC
Is often seen at an informal level. HR managers today looking
at IC to foster openness among employees across levels. As
management encourages internal communications, employees
are also becoming more open to their attitudes.
In today’s changing business environment IC is perhaps the
best way to help employees understand business reality. (JK
Industries’ Lakshmi Cement plant in Rajasthan annual bonus
reduced from 15% to 8.33% - but reduction led to no employee
unrest. JK’s Open Forums.)
Repositioning of House Mags
Most companies are sprucing up magazines s – to give better
look and improved content
To day house magazines are repositioned. They are tools for
sharing information with all employees of the company .
Take the case of the company : AV Birla. One of their Initiatives
: Launched Aditya, a magazine to promote excellence culled
from events and concepts within and outside the group. It was
named after late Aditya V Birla. This was looked upon as
`inspirational’ journal. Pegged on theme of excellence, it
focuses on high levels of achievement. Now you will be familiar
with their logo campaign which explains what the company
stands for and what it aspires for.

Overview
This chapter gives the student an insight into how strategy can

Production of video clips, issue of corporate publications.
Organization of corporate celebrations.

be adopted in planning public relations for an organization.

Organizing Special Events

It also explains what PR can do for your organization.

This Involves the Following :
Providing organizational support for large-scale projects;
integrated plan of the whole cycle of the PR campaign; writing
scenarios for special PR promotions and implementation of the
concepts devised. holding mass events, city celebrations,
festivals, opening ceremonies; organization of presentations,
seminars, conferences; providing support for participation in
exhibitions, charity and sponsorship events.

Strategic Planning of a PR Campaign
There must be a fully worked-out public communications
strategy .
Formulation of the aims and tasks of the PR campaign.
Defining the target audience is very important.
Deciding upon the mechanics of an effective influence on the
target groups is critical.
Forms and methods of implementing the PR campaign.
Planning of special events.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the PR campaign on the
basis of qualitative indices.

Management of External Relations

Campaigns of Information
These campaigns should involve handling information in the
correct manner, so that it can be used to the corporate’s
advantage.
They should be :
•

Information support for projects

•

Placement of informative material in national and regional
media

•

Crisis Communication
•

realities of crisis communications planning

•

communication plan development and budgeting;

•
•

plan development process;
communication management policy;

•

Devising a strategy of communication with professional
associations and public organisations
Creation of information controls

•

Holding presentations for media representatives

•

threat identification;

•

•

scenario development;

Organisation of press conferences, briefings, "round table"
discussions, individual interviews

•

message development;

•

Press cuttings

•

model plan outlines;

•

Writing articles, press releases, assembling press kits

•

crucial contact lists;

•

response procedure reminders; and

•

lessons learned/incident recap analyses.

Anti-crisis PR
Full diagnosis of the company's activity is to be done. Analysis
of external factors influencing the process of anti-crisis management of reputation. Devising and introducing by stages
anti-crisis programmes. Organisation of special PR promotions, raising the company's image should be done. Pursuit of
flows of information conducive to the fall of the company's
image.

What can PR do for your company?

A well executed Public relations campaign : is one of the
best ways for your company to gain exposure and improve your
company’s public image. A public relations program can build
the publics confidence in your company and its products. Good
public relations can increase your sales, help you build your
brand value and lower your advertising costs. Public relations
consultants can provide assistance needed to develop an
effective public relations strategy to help your business grow.

Corporate PR
Analysis of the objective condition of the company's reputation
and image. Conceptual reworking of the image. Defining the
target audience and diagnosing the mechanisms of effective
influence. Devising a corporate style. Strategic advancement and
polishing of the image. Maintenance of a positive reputation in
professional circles and business structures. Organization of
promotions for the maintenance of a corporate culture.
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Dear students – we have almost reached the end of our course
pack.
Now we have got to know about the procedure of making a
news release.
But what about a PRESS CONFERENCE?
That’s a very interesting part of your job. Do you know why?
Because, you have to plan and execute the entire conference on
behalf of your organization, face the media finally - resulting in
adding on to the image of your company.
Now, let me make it interesting for you - arrange a press
conference - select a topic of your choice - and present it.
Now when you are preparing yourself for the press conference
just get ready according to the following checklist—
1)

define the objective

2)

fix the venue

3)

fix the time and date

4)

make a list of invitees

5)

make an arrangement for refreshments

6)
7)

write out the news release
approval of news release

8)

audience activities

9)

despatch of press release

10 arrangement for press kit
11) conveyance for the invitees
12) final analysis
Continue your work in this pattern. If you have something else
in your mind do include it in your assignment and continue
with your work.
Note:
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Overview

2

Availability of celebrities, models and so on

This chapter explains what is a news conference and how to
organize it. It explains what are the practical factors involved.

3

Availability of a suitable venue

4

The time required to send out invitations and receive
replies

From time to time you need to inform more than a handful of
journalists about significant events or changes within your
organization and you may say “Let’s have a press conference”.
Certainly senior management will be keen to have one. All kinds
of events will make a good story , but a full–scale press
conference is not necessarily the most effective way of broadcasting it. Plus it will cost a considerable amount of money.

5
6

The time required to put together the presentation with
display material
The time required to produce press kits

7

The press dates of important publications

Preliminary planning

1

The ‘news’ conference when there are immediate
announcements to be made and there is hard news to
impart. Refreshments are unlikely to be elaborate and midmorning or lunch is the best time.

2

The ‘photocall’ an event arranged specially for
photographers. Here the item or event to be photographed
may be staged. Here again the arrangements are not
elaborate, the emphasis being on photographic facilities
and the refreshments will be simple.

3

The press ‘reception’ which is the most frequent type. This
is for ‘soft’ news, product launches being the most
common.

Receptions and Conferences

Type and budget
Press conferences can be divided into three main categories:

Is the conference really necessary?

Consider all aspects and examine the situation from all angles.
Ask the following questions:
1

Is the news such that speed of communication is of the
essence?

2

Is there some important hard news to impart such as
discovery of a new and revolutionary drug, an
announcement of a project which will create new
employment opportunities?

3

Is there a complicated scientific or technological angel to the
story which requires the presence of experts to explain or
demonstrate it?

4

Does the story concern products to which people do not
generally have access and which can be put on show?

5

Is the product so new and different that it must be seen or
sampled in person to be to understand what it is all about?

6

Is there a fashion element to the product which needs to
be seen?

A press conference for soft news such as product launches and
the like is often seen as an opportunity to meet the journalists
in influential media and to entertain.

Timing
When a press conference is decided upon timing will be
important. An important story will need to be released as soon
as possible after all facts are known to the organization or there
will be the danger of the story breaking in an uncontrolled way.
Some events will need immediate reaction, while others can be
held for a short period while detailed arrangements are made.
Sometimes the timing is governed by factors external to the PR
department, such as publication of financial results or market
survey reports, the start of an advertising campaign for a new
product or the date set for signing of a contract.
However, where the timing is flexible from the company point
of view, the following have to be considered:
1

Availability of key people from the company

Budgets must be kept aside for all these activities. It can vary on
the venue – whether it is at the premises of the company or a
five star hotel etc.
Technically, there are 3 types of press conference:
(i) Regural Press conference
(ii) Emergancy Press Conference
(iii) Occassional Press Conference
Each and every Press Conference should be accompanied with
photographs.
How to organize a Press Conference?
One of the most important function of PRO is to organize
Press Conferences as and when requires. The Press Conference
are to be organized for various reasons. It may be when a
Company or an organization is faced with a crisis situation such
as strikes, lock-outs, accidents, five or any other industrial
unrest. It may be required to organize a Press Conference to
inform the press about the outstanding achievements or
performance by an organization either in govt. or public sector
or in private sector. It may also be required for informing the
public about outstanding production, exports on foreign
exchange earned by a foreign company during a financial year
Press Conference is also organized by the ministers of both the
centre and state - the Prime Ministers and Chief Ministers - to
inform the publics through the Press about an important policy
decision of the govt. Press Conference are also organized by
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political parties and sometimes by individual political leader or
individual MP or MLA to inform something important to the
public Press Conference are also organized whenever a plane or
train accident occurs or for any other cause of national emergency.
There are two main types of Press Conferences
(A) Emergency Press Conference and
(B) Regular Press Conference.
One of the most important function of PR Department is to
organize a Press Conference and when necessary. For organizing
Press Conference successfully PRO’s have to take a number of
steps which may be enumerated as follows:(i) To finalize the subject matter of the Press Conference.
(ii) Fixation of the date time and venue of the Press
Conference. The date of the Press conference are to be
determined with the spokesman of the Press Conference.
PRO’s cannot decide neither the subject not the date and
time of the Press Conference. These are to be finalised
according to the spokesmen. Spokesman may be a
chairman, MD or any central or state minister or high govt.
officials served as chief secretary and other departmental
secretaries.
(iii) After the finalization of date : the PROs also should
finalise the time of the Press Conference. The suitable time
for a Press Conference is afternoon or before lunch or at
noon.
The success of Press Conference depends upon the attendance
of the Press People.
(iv) To arrange for the transports to take them (reporters) to
the venue of Press Conference and to take them back to the
press offices after the P.C.
(v) Drafting of the invitation.
(vi) Maintain a Press Conference’s Register
(vii) PROs should also arrange the Photographic coverage of
the press Conference.
The success of the conference depends upon the attendance of
the Press people. A successful conference requires 80% attendance. If the conference is arranged late in the evening then it
will be useless because the news will not be published refreshments morning.
For Emergency Press Conference there is no fined time or date
nor is there any need to arrange for lunch/ dinner. Planned/
Routine Press Conference should not be organized on Saturdays or Sundays because detailed reports will not be published
on those days.
Sending invitation letters to the invitees. The letters should
reach at least 4 days before the Conference and then the PRO’s
should ring up all the journalists to ensure that all are coming.
Refreshments should be provided. Venue of the Conference (a)
In the company’s conference Hall’s or (b) Conference rooms in
Hotels. See the room is well-equipped with microphone
systems. The sitting arrangements should also be looked after
property with the name plates bearing the paper’s name of the
table. The PRO has to decide whether some moments or gifts
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should be given or not. This can’t be decided by the PRO
independently . He will have to do in consultation with the
high level authorities.
A handout has to be prepared bearing the subject matter, a
report of the financial turnovers and liabilities of the company.
Along with it should be provided one writing pad and a pen
and printed folder or booklet. These comprise a Press Gift.
Beside a Press Conference Register has also to be kept. The PRO
should see to it that when the journalists enter the Hall, they
should be heartily welcomed.
Checklist for press conference /reception

1
2

Once the date is final, check it with the registers of
journalists in your field.
Make up the guest list of journalists/photographers.

3

Work out the format for the event.

4

Book outside speakers, models, specialists as required.

5

Design, print and distribute invitations.

6

Work out the program of events or timetable for the
conference or reception.

7

a) Book the venue, and give outline briefing to the
banquet manager choosing menu, drinks etc.
b) Book outside caterers.
c) Brief in-house caterer.

8

Organize all products required for demonstrations or for
samples.

9

a) Brief all speakers and start to work on speeches or
presentations.
b) Brief display designers for static displays as banners,
backdrop etc.
c)

Brief scriptwriters, photographers etc for audio-visual
presentation.

10 Book photographer to cover the event.
11 If necessary arrange for extra telephone lines, electric points
etc.
12 Book amplification system and nay other electrical
equipment which will be needed.
13 Plan and make the press kit.
The week before the event
14 Have signs and name placards made.
15 Organize and carry out rehearsals.
16 Brief telephone and reception staff at your company HQ
or at the agency so that they know where the event is taking
place and how to contact staff, if necessary.
17 Follow up invitation to make up guest list.
18 Make name badges for all those attending.
19 Double-check everything to date.
On the day
20 Build displays.
21 Run through presentations.
22 Final rehearsal of demonstration and live events.

24 Arrange speakers’ name cards on the speakers’ table, check
water and glasses.
25 Check all audio-visual equipment, microphones, lapel
mikes, lighting, sound systems etc
26 Check that all accessories, sissors, tape, pens writing pads
etc are in place for the event.
27 Brief the hotel staff on timing, drinks limitations and so
on.
28 Check the catering arrangements, availability of ash trays
etc.
The day after
29 Send out press kits to all those who could not attend, with
particular reference to those who asked for kits or who
accepted and were unable to attend.
30 Follow up all noted requests for further information,
photographs, mooted features and so on.
What are otherPR events?
They may be many such as :
Other than Press conference or reception, it could be :
•

Facility visits (to factory , attending inauguration in
premises, going on board ship/plane etc)

•

Radio/TV – broadcasters may need many visits to file story

Seminars and Workshops
Organizations which are leaders in their field often possess
information which could be of immense value to specialists in
the media and, provided that it is not confidential in nature,
there is much goodwill to be obtained by passing it on. The
process of ‘educating’ the media, if carried out in the right way,
can be a profitable experience at all levels. A seminar covering
advanced technical processes aimed at senior editors can help
you establish your company as the voice in this field.
Advanced Seminars
At this level the seminar may have been conceived as a pooling
of information within the industry, with the representatives of
different organizations such as universities, technical colleges
and government departments present as well as researchers fro
leading manufacturers. However only the most informed of
journalists can benefit from an invitation to such a meeting, as
the level of discussion is bound to demand the use of
complicated scientific terms or technical jargon and the presentation may not be geared to explaining difficult points to those
who are not well-versed in the subject.
However, the results and findings of such a meeting, together
with simplified summaries of any papers or reports could form
the basis of a useful advanced media seminar.
Subject and Speakers
The important consideration is that you have something
important to say. It is even more important with this type of
educative process than with general press conferences and
receptions to avoid offering yet another push to the company’s
products.

It is important not to harp on the same old theme. As market
trends shift it is advisable to hone on important and critical
areas.
The speakers should be people who know their subject s in
depth. It is no good choosing people because they are attractive
and known, for they must be able to answer detailed questions
from knowledgeable members of the media.
Advanced seminars are equally appropriate for educating all
sections of media and for use by all types of organization.
Workshops

Many of the points covered under advanced seminar are also
relevant to workshops. These too are likely to take up more
time than the average press conference and by their nature
include involvement on the part of the audience.
Special Events
From time to time it may be useful to invite journalists to your
own premises or to exhibitions or sporting events. The reasons
for such visits may be many and varied.
You may want to show off a new and different software; the
company may be opening ultra-modern showroom or a new
city center or presenting a new product at a trade exhibition or
you may simply want to show specialist writers what your
operation involves.
Whatever the event, it must be well thought about, carefully
planned and efficiently executed. The arrangements for the
whole trip will be part of the PR showcase for your organization. It could be a sponsored event as in a play or new
machinery installation, historical exhibitions and unusual
laboratory techniques might also form the basis of a special
event or press visit.
Initiating the Visit or Event
As usual the first question to ask is whether or not there is a
valid reason for inviting the media. Is there a newsworthy story?
Will a visit provide a really useful in-depth background
material? Are there misunderstandings or misconceptions
which this visit could clear up?
Sometimes there are other internal, reasons for staging a special
event, but it can also be used to get to know specialist writers
better. For example a factory opening will be important to local
community relations but the city based trade press may also be
interested. Or a sponsored event which is part of a company’s
promotional strategy could also be useful for entertaining
influential specialists who might enjoy a day out.
Planning
Detailed planning is essential for the success of any kind of visit
or event. So the first job after ensuring that your potential
guests are able to come is to work out a program of events and
to brief everyone concerned. Here are some points to watch
which apply to most types of events, however large or small.
Travel Arrangements
To some extent these will depend on how far your city is from
local or national media.
It will also depend on the journalists’ own inclinations. The
choice of transport could include coaches, trains or aero planes.
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Tickets and seats can be booked in advance and sent to the
guests. Make sure you have someone on that bus or train or at
the airport to receive and welcome them and take care of all their
requirements and to keep them comfortable.
Tour Itineraries and Guides
If your guests are to tour the factory or premises do not just
leave things to chance or to a spur-of-the-moment initiative.
This certainly will not work if the group is too large to go
round in one batch.
Work out the route in advance, taking into account the likely
timings on important processes, tea and coffee breaks and the
production schedule for the day. You should organize the tour
so that the visitors have the most interesting time possible. It
usually makes sense to start at the beginning of the production
process, following the items through to completion, but it is
worth breaking out of the logical progression if there is
something which can be seen at a particular time of the day.

Tour round the factory

10.20 – 12.30 am

Buffet lunch in the board room

12.30 – 1.30pm

Joined by other managers
Presentation on developments to come 1.30 – 2.15 pm
Followed by Q&A
Tour of the development lab

2.15 – 3.00 pm

Visit to the factory shop

3.00 – 3.30 pm

Tea served in the board room

3.30 – 4.00 pm

Coach returns guests to city

4.00 – 4.30 pm

The program is flexible enough to allow extra time at various
points of interest if required.
Checklist for a Visit
1
2

Send out invites and check responses.
Brief factory GM and discuss itinerary and guides.

3

Book coach and send out details of travel arrangements
and pick up point. Send timetable and maps if necessary
to local journalists.

4

Brief development manager and arrange your lab.

One guide should not take care of more than six or seven
people and if the factory is noisy the number should be smaller.

5

Writescript for devlopment presentation and sort out ppt
or slides or flip charts.

Once the itinerary has been agreed write it down and time it.
The written itinerary can be passed to anyone who may want to
take over the tour at the last minute and the time will also help
you to plan the rest of the day. You may want to organize a
discussion group or arrange for individual journalists to meet
key members of staff. If you have a large party of journalists it
is a good idea to brief the journalists on what to expect. A party
made up of consumer journalists will pose different questions
to those from the trade or industrial journalists, who will be
better informed about the technical processes involved. Make
sure that all the guides appreciate the good points which can be
conveyed about your operation, such as increasing labour force,
recycling waste material, Quality control procedures and
environmental awareness.

6

Organize catering with canteen staff or outside caterers or
restaurant.

7

Brief MD and board members on the arrangements for
lunch, provide guest list and book the board room.

8

Arrange for a member of staff to be on the coach and
work out how to organize coffee on the coach.
Inform reception that two journalists will be arriving by car
separately and to arrange car parking.

Check to see the interests of your guests and the go and talk to
the factory managers, briefing them as fully as possible and
taking their advice. They will know their production lines far
better than you will.

Catering Arrangements
At special events and exhibitions you will probably be limited
to the caterer who ahs concession to the venue. However
thought still has to be given to the choice of food and drink to
be served.
If the event is in your premises you can use your own canteen
facilities or even order from hotels or restaurants.
Visits
Here is a typical program and a checklist for a factory visit for
journalists from local and national media:
Program

9

10 Make sure there is large enough selection of overalls to fit
various sizes and that there are safe cloakroom facilities
11 Alert all staff to the visit on the factory and office notice
boards.
12 Check catering arrangements for the day – glasses, paper
plates, napkins etc
13 Rehearse the presentation with the presenter and check
visual aids.
14 Agree on special prices and discounts with the factory GM.
15 Put together a press kit of background material, booklet
samples etc
16 Check TV and radio broadcasts for traffic delays, weather
changes etc which may affect the visit.
17 Make sure you are there the moment the coach arrives, stay
with the guests until they leave and be ready to sort out any
small snags which may arise during the day.

Coach arrives at city

9.00 am

Openings

Pick up guests

9.00 - 9.30 am

Journey to factory premises

9.30 – 10.00 am

The first consideration here is who should perform the opening
ceremony. You may decide that the opening is not of great
significance beyond your local area. In this case the MD or
Chairperson may do the honours. On the other hand you may
want to emphasize the company’s local ties, in which case the
mayor, any councilor or even a local celebrity may be invited.

Coffee served on route
Arrive at factory and
Welcome by GM
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If, on the other and, the opening represents a great step forward
in new technology, a big rise in export orders or a timely increase
in employment in the area, the story may have national appeal.
And a national figure may be invited.
If this looks a possibility planning should start a long time in
advance.
Exhibitions and Shows
Setting up and organizing an exhibition or show is huge.
Exhibitions are usually used to launch and demonstrate new
products and therefore offer an opportunity of showing to the
media new developments without having to visit various
factories of the exhibitors.
Sponsored Events
Invitations to sponsored events are often a way of saying
‘thank you’ for the support during the year. Though in some
cases there is a definite link between the sponsored event and
the sponsored products. Sponsored events can also have a high
degree of news value in their own right. Eg Camlin sponsored
a Painting Competition for Children.
Techniques for Television and Radio
Techniques for television and radio have grown in significance.
TV has become a leader in the field of communication. Some
people believe that since print is declining, and many publications had to be discontinued. But this is debatable.
It is important that you understand the medium and then you
can really capitalize on that and make full use of all opportunities. Like press, TV people have a strong sense of editorial
independence but as the number of channels grow and vie for
position it is getting more complicated on how to use the
medium to your advantage.
Apart from supplying basic video news releases there opportunities fro providing feature material or even complex programs.
With careful planning you can also maximize the coverage for
your sponsorships and generate soft news via magazine
programs and chat shows thus generating more coverage for
your company.
Radio is also expanding (take the growth of FM) and crying out
for material to fill airtime.
Both TV and radio coverage may be pro-active, coming as a
result of the efforts of the PR or broadcasting unit, or reactive
resulting from requests from journalists and researchers for
interviews or material for news and feature programs.
Note:
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Overview
This chapter will acquaint students with the tools that come in
handy while planning and implementing a press conference. It
also dwells on the use of a mailing list.

Lists and Contacts
You would know that the media comprise literally thousands
of publications and a number of TV and Radio channels.
Every time something newsworthy happens in your organization you will need to consider which of these are likely to be
interested in the information. In most cases the answer will be
only a few. It is therefore useful to compile lists of those you
need to contact regularly. This will save the chore of going
through large media directories every time you want to contact
the media.
Compiling media lists
Uses for the media list

The first step in compiling a media list is to define the uses to
which it will be put.
Once this has been done it is quite easy to list the relevant media
for each type of activity.
Such an exercise not only pinpoints the media which will be of
interest to you but also helps in classifying the list in the most
helpful way.
It is worth reiterating the point that media offer a means of
influencing your target audiences. Depending on the particular
objectives of the public relations program, these audiences may
include existing or potential customers, creditors, shareholders,
schools or other educational bodies, employees, local residents,
government and other authorities and opinion leaders in the
appropriate fields.
In order to reach these groups you will have to study the media
in some detail. The audience and readership profiles of the
different media will help to select media.
The media cannot operate without inputs and you will need to
provide them with something of interest to them. It may not
be ‘hard news’ that would be of interest to the news desk but it
must have something to interest a specific readership. In fact,
almost everything that happens in your organization could be
of interest to the right publication.
All the following activities will give rise to a need to communicate with the media. Hence the need for a carefully selected list
of those who would be interested in your news.
•

Launch of a new product or service

•

Initiation of new factories or offices

•
•

Financial results
Sponsored events, awards and charitable activities

•

Launch of promotional campaigns

•

Disasters, strikes and closures
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•

Awards and accolades for the company

•

Visits of dignitaries or celebrities or press facility visits

•

Important orders and exports

•
•

Scientific or technical advances
Appointments at all levels

•

Publication of survey or market research material

•

Small changes in prices, products and services

•

Involvement in local activities

•

Annual General Meeting (AGM)

Each of these activities offers a newsworthy vehicle for furthering your objectives vis-a-vis your various target audiences.
How to find the Information
There are a number of reference woks, both printed and
electronic, which can be used to study the media. They vary in
the type and quantity of the information they give and you may
need to use two or three different sources to make an accurate
analysis of the media which will be valuable to your organization.
Names and positions are as important as addresses and
telephone numbers and some directories do not give more than
editors’ and advertisement managers’ names. Others give a
complete breakdown of specialist editors and correspondents.
Some are updated yearly and some in two or three years. The
more frequently the database is updated the more accurate it will
be. Of course it would be easier for you to maintain your own
database, which you can update on a regular basis.
The Choice
To make up the media list consider the following categories and
make your selection in the light of the analysis made of the
uses to which the list will be put.
Television
Cable and satellite television

Print : dailies, magazines, trade journals
Radio
Press agencies and wire services (like PTI, UNI, Rueters etc)
What to include in your list
Any mailing list must include the name of the TV or radio
station or publication, the address. But this is not enough. A
news release going to The Times of Aaj Tak, New Delhi may or
may not possibly find its way to the right person who will be
interested in the information and who would use it.
Therefore, the addition of the words ‘The News Editor” are
still not going to solve the problem since he will not be
interested in the launch of anew washing machine or the fact
that the organization has discovered a new way of processing
cheese! The mailing list must include the position of the

person’s desk at the right time, the chances are that it will be
published.

It should also include the person’s name. This makes it really
difficult to keep the list up-to date and experience shows that it
is far more easier and successful to have a personal approach
rather than ‘To The Legal Correspondent’. This personalized
method ensures that the material will reach the right person.

Personal contacts will push through more of your stories than
that of other PR professionals, plus you will be able to ask for a
favorable comment at times. It is true that a good working
relationship will help you achieve maximum news coverage but
most journalists judge the material on its merits, whatever the
source.

And just the name is not enough. It is essential to have the
phone numbers, the fax numbers and the email id. This will
save time in looking up numbers when they are needed as part
of the ongoing media relations program.
How to Organize the List
Once you have been through the various categories and picked
out all the names to be included the next step is to arrange
them in some sort of order. The names can be arranged in
alphabetical order of the publications. It will be a highly
specialized list and some care would need to be taken to find
out exactly which publications are ever likely to cover the subject
and who on these publications will be the most useful contact.
For instance if it is financial news it should be sent to the
Business Editor of Correspondent for the news to be received
in the right spirit.

If you need to work particularly closely with specialists or local
media it does make sense to get to know the organizations and
their needs, and meetings with editors and journalists to see
how you can best help each other. These could be of benefit to
both sides.
Note:

Checklist for compiling a Media List

1

Define target audience against agreed objectives and lsit the
type of media that reach these audiences.

2

List the newsworthy activities which are likely to occur with
reasonable frequency and key interested media into the
above list to give an integrated list of possible types of
outlet.

3

Invest in one or two media guides such as the IENS or
ABC publications for compilation and reference purposes.

4

Check through all possible categories of TV, radio and the
press and make a classified list of editors, sub editors,
assistant editors, producers, correspondents and reporters
who are likely to be interested in the material you plan to
send out.

5

Ensure that the list includes names, addresses, telephone
numbers, mobile numbers, fax numbers, email ids and
lead times.

In-house Lists
Taking from directories alone is not enough for the information
could be outdated as there is a constant movement of people
from one publication to another. Changes in media professionals is fairly frequent and nothing gives a worse impression of
the PR executive than the continual receipt of material with the
predecessor’s name on it. The constant updating of all media
contacts should be of utmost priority. An electronic media
database will be easier to handle. And always remember to keep
backups!
Personal Contacts
A great deal of emphasis tends to be put on personal contacts.
But knowing a journalist well does not mean he or she will
definitely oblige you all the time. Provided your material is
newsworthy, and you ensure that the material lands on the right
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Industrial Correspondent.
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Syndicated Portfolio 12
You have been planning for the Press Conference.
This is your big day…
Either in real life ( industry interaction)
Or in role play …
We at this point actually run through a
News Conference .
With the checklist that you have made , work out stage by stage,
and implement a CONFERENCE.
Set a date , call the press and …..all the best !
Till then adieu!
Note:
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